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The highlight of the year 2001 was the fifth anniversary of our institute on March 8. In the historical setting of the “Fruchthalle”, Kaiserslautern’s convention hall, past achievements were celebrated, successful industrial collaboration projects were illustrated, and future trends and challenges in Software Engineering were discussed. Among the official guests for the anniversary celebration were notables from the world of politics, science, industry, and education, including Mr. Kurt Beck, Minister President of the State of Rhineland-Palatinate. The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft was represented by its president, Prof. Hans-Jürgen Warnecke; the University of Kaiserslautern by its president, Prof. Günter Warnecke, and the City of Kaiserslautern by its Lord Mayor, Mr. Bernhard Deubig. The welcoming speakers pointed to the rapid growth and achievements of the institute within a brief five years. They also commented on the reputation IESE has achieved within the international scientific and industrial communities as a competence center for Software Engineering. Furthermore, the speakers clearly recognized the significance of the contributions made by IESE employees to the success of the institute.

The anniversary celebration continued with the presentation of four successful industrial IESE projects. Stefan Schulze-Hausmann, a research journalist with the German National TV station ZDF, was the moderator for this section.

- **Industrial Training of Software Professionals** (presented by IESE project leader Christiane Differding together with Dr. Michael Strugala, Bosch Blaupunkt, and Mr. Hanswilli Jung, Director of the Kaiserslautern Employment Bureau)
- **Transfer of Software Engineering Technology to Local Small and Mid-sized Companies** (presented by IESE project leader Maud Schlich together with Horst Degen-Hiertz, Vice President of Q-Labs GmbH, and Dr. Carlos Lubina, Testo GmbH & Co)
- **Continuous Improvement of Quality Software Development based upon Software Inspections for Allianz AG** (presented by IESE project leaders Dr. Günther Ruhe and Dr. Oliver Laienberger together with Mr. Holger Günther, Allianz AG)
- **Transfer of Software Product Line and Component-based Software Development Technology to Local Companies** (presented by IESE project leaders Dr. Peter Knauber and Michael Ochs together with Mr. Florian Bernauer, maxess gmbh, and Dr. Martin Verlage, Market Maker Software AG)

The afternoon sessions were highlighted by an international scientific colloquium. Some of the most internationally renowned scientists in software engineering presented their views on the future of the field, discussed specific challenges and IESE’s anticipated contributions in this regard. The colloquium participants included Prof. Victor Basili, University of Maryland, USA, Prof. Manfred Brog, Technical University of Munich, Germany, Prof. Werner Mellis, University of Cologne, Germany, and Prof. Peter Freeman, Georgia Institute of Technology, USA. The session was concluded by a panel discussion.
Additional significant developments and events in 2001 included:

- changes in the leadership structure of IESE,
- continued growth of third party revenues,
- increased collaboration with the University of Kaiserslautern,
- establishment of the German National Competence Center for Software Engineering, ViSEK,
- intensified collaboration with international partners,
- scientific accomplishments and recognitions,
- the initial planning for the new institute building,
- and the Annual Fraunhofer Meeting in Mainz.

During 2001, external project income was maintained at about 80% of all financing, an achievement in light of the overall economic recession. All IESE employees contributed to this excellent performance through their outstanding research and project performance, as seen by the high number of Ph.D. degrees completed during 2001 and the numerous publications in international conferences and journals. This excellence is also reflected by the high number of repeat contracts and long-term strategic collaborations with industry, as well as by numerous awards. Ph.D. degrees were awarded to Christiane Differding, Erik Kamsties, Antje von Knethen, Jürgen Münch, Dietmar Pfahl, and Isabella Wieczorek (who received the award for the best Ph.D. thesis in 2001 of the University of Kaiserslautern). Dr. Volker Hübsch, Dr. Reinhard Schwarz, and Stephan Groß received the Innovation Award 2001 of the State of Rhineland-Palatinate for the IT security tool NIXE™.

In 2001, the leadership structure of Fraunhofer IESE changed due to the departure of Dr. Günther Ruhe (deputy director since the beginning of the institute), who was chosen for the chair of Software Engineering at the University of Calgary, Canada. Dr. Frank Bomarius, deputy director of the institute, took over Dr. Ruhe’s responsibilities as director for project and research coordination, and Mr. Holger Westing was employed as managing director for personnel, budget and internal services. The new board of directors reflects the change of IESE to an institute combining scientific and business competence. Dr. Paul Clements, Software Engineering Institute, Pittsburgh, USA, Prof. Mary Shaw, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, USA, and Prof. Mike Cusumano, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Boston, USA were added to the external advisory board. Thus, all competence areas of IESE are now represented in its advisory board.

The Federal Government (the Ministry for Education and Research – BMBF) selected IESE as the coordinator of Germany’s National Competence Center for Software Engineering, titled ViSEK. This competence center strives to integrate German research competencies in Software Engineering. Empirically tested research results (in the form of languages, methods and tools) are organized and presented via an Internet portal for efficient transfer to industrial users – especially small and mid-sized companies. ViSEK initially consists of eight partners: Fraunhofer Institutes in Berlin, Bonn, Kaiserslautern, and Karlsruhe, Offis in Oldenburg, the Technical University in Munich, and the University in Cottbus. The BMBF supports the development phase of ViSEK with more than seven million Euro in financial resources.
IESE presents its competencies and services at the Fraunhofer Annual Meeting in Mainz.

IESE has intensified its links with the University of Kaiserslautern, especially its Computer Science Department. In addition to IESE’s Executive Director holding a chair in the department and graduate students producing Master’s and Doctoral dissertations at IESE, a series of new collaborations has been introduced in 2001. IESE has sponsored five stipends for first-semester students in the Computer Science Department. In addition, project courses in collaboration with local companies are being offered to students of applied computer science. Moreover, academic personnel of the Computer Science Department now lend their expertise as scientific advisors: Prof. Jürgen Nehmer for the area of IT security and Prof. Michael Richter for the area of knowledge management. In the future, even closer relationships are anticipated that will benefit both the department and IESE.

TheFraunhofer Virtual Institute for Experimental Software Engineering (FVIESE), consisting of IESE in Kaiserslautern and the Fraunhofer Center for Experimental Software Engineering in Maryland (FC-MD), has been further strengthened during 2001. FC-MD has grown into one of the largest and – scientifically and financially – most successful Fraunhofer centers in the U.S. The excellent reputation of FC-MD is documented by grants from NASA, NSF, and other publicly funded agencies, from major corporations like Motorola and Lucent as well as from small local firms in the State of Maryland. In addition, FC-MD has established collaborations with many international partners, including the Software Engineering Institute and Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh, USA; VTT in Finland; the University of New South Wales in Sydney; and the University of New South Wales in Sydney.
Australia; and many other members of the international network ISERN. These international collaborations provide the groundwork for joint research and international industry projects to FVIESE and to all participants. In addition, exchange programs offer the opportunity for personal advancement and learning for both students and researchers.

In 2001, the Annual Meeting of all 56 Fraunhofer Institutes was held in Mainz, the capital of Rhineland-Palatinate, to recognize the achievements of the two institutions - IESE and ITWM - in this state. This meeting showcased our competencies to numerous representatives of the scientific and industrial community.

In late 2001, plans to develop a Fraunhofer Center for the two Fraunhofer Institutes in Kaiserslautern became reality. Moving into the proximity of the University will not only increase IESE’s impact on research as well as economic growth, but will also strengthen regional development by offering highly attractive conditions for start-up companies in the surrounding high-technology park, “PRE Uni Park”.

On the whole, 2001 was yet another very successful year. IESE established itself as one of the leading competence centers for Experimental Software Engineering worldwide. As one of the largest concentrations of leading software engineering scientists, IESE promotes an exciting work environment, offers world-class research results, and leads successful industrial projects. Continuous commitment by all employees guarantees our successful future. I wish to also recognize our deputy directors, the entire leadership personnel as well as the advisory board members for their invaluable teamwork and dedication to IESE. Finally, I thank our industrial partners for their long-term trust in our competence and promise to continue to make their needs our top priority.

Kaiserslautern, January 2002

Prof. Dr. Dieter Rombach
Executive Director of the Fraunhofer Institute for Experimental Software Engineering IESE
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Over the past decades, software has become the major “enabling technology” of almost all high-tech product and service industries. These industries cannot function without software. Furthermore, the number of product and service features implemented in software continues to increase. Consequently, competitiveness and market success for the majority of industries (telecommunication, car manufacturing, trade, banking, insurance, and other service domains) depend directly upon their competence to develop, purchase, and use software. This is underlined by the fact that in 1999, the German market for software and IT services was worth 30 billion Euro, and an additional 26 billion Euro was generated for software development.

Our vision is that software competence (development, purchase, and use) will become the number one supporting factor for all high-tech product and service companies. This software competence must be developed, managed, and continuously optimized according to well-defined business goals. Industrial examples demonstrate that the effective transfer of new human-based software development technologies requires “experimentation”. This experimentally driven transfer approach (i.e., application of the engineering paradigm – plan, do, check, act – to software development) guarantees sustained improvements and, thereby, return of investment. More and more companies will seek external help in order to align their software competencies with their strategic business goals.

Fraunhofer IESE seeks to become one of the preferred industrial partners for contract research and transfer of innovative technologies in the area of software competence. In addition, we strive to become one of the preferred independent competence centers for assessment, studies, and predictions of market and technology trends in the area of software engineering. For that, we offer collaboration to companies in all major business sectors, of all sizes, and in all regions worldwide. We anticipate being recognized as the globally leading applied research and technology transfer center in the area of (experimental) software engineering.

Our primary mission at Fraunhofer IESE is to provide unique and value-adding solutions to our industrial customers. We do this by establishing software improvement programs, by transferring innovative state-of-the-art software technologies, and by performing cooperative research to advance such state-of-the-art technologies. Furthermore, we establish software competence improvement programs, perform studies and assessments, and educate and train software professionals. In addition, we promote experimental software engineering as a proven successful approach for introducing and sustaining engineering-style rigor into industrial software development practice. We advance the state-of-research in software engineering by evaluating promising new technologies experimentally, by developing new technologies based on industrial needs, by packaging proven new technologies for specific customer needs, and by collecting cost/benefit data demonstrating the benefits of new technologies in practice.

Fraunhofer IESE strives to maintain and continuously improve its position with its current as well as with potential industrial partners. Therefore, we consistently monitor our customers’ needs, investigate new emerging areas of software engineering, develop promising technologies towards industrial strength, and, finally, transfer these new technologies into industrial practice. This enables our industrial customers to develop needed and sought after software engineering competence in a timely fashion.
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The Fraunhofer IESE staff
The Fraunhofer Virtual Institute

The Fraunhofer Virtual Institute (FVIESE) is comprised of two partner institutions: the Fraunhofer Institute for Experimental Software Engineering (IESE) in Kaiserslautern, Germany and the Fraunhofer Center for Experimental Software Engineering, Maryland (FC-MD) in College Park, Maryland, USA. Both institutions are legally independent units under the Fraunhofer Gesellschaft e.V., Germany and Fraunhofer USA, Inc. The institute directors, Prof. Dieter Rombach and Prof. Victor Basili, coordinate FVIESE.

Collaborations

Fraunhofer IESE collaborates with technology providers, technology-transfer customers, and strategic partners in national and international cooperations with the purpose of furthering the development of Software Engineering Technology and transferring it into industrial practice.

International Research Networks

Fraunhofer IESE is a member in several international research networks. The International Software Engineering Research Network (ISERN) with about 27 scientific and industrial members plays a significant role in IESE’s international research cooperation. ISERN is a forum for applied Software Engineering researchers to exchange the latest insights and findings in Software Engineering. Leading research institutions within ISERN include: the University of New South Wales, Australia, FC-MD, Maryland, USA, Lund University, Sweden, Tor Vergata University, Rome, the University of Bari, Italy, the University of Strathclyde, Scotland, the University of Hawaii, the University of Maryland, the Nara Institute of Science and Technology, Japan, and VTT in Oulu, Finland.

Fraunhofer IESE coordinates the ISERN network. In addition, IESE is a member of the Center for Empirically Based Software Engineering (CeBASE), a project of the National Science Foundation (NSF), USA. Other CeBASE members include the Universities of Maryland, Southern California, Mississippi, and Nebraska.

Bilateral research and exchange programs for students and scientists exist with renowned institutions, such as the University of Maryland’s Experimental Software Engineering Group, the University of Southern California’s Center for Software Engineering, the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) at Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Carleton University in Toronto, the University of Calgary, Canada, the Center for Empirical Software Engineering Research (CERSE) at the University of New South Wales, Sydney, and the Software Quality Institute at Griffith University in Australia.
Publicly-funded Collaborations

On the European level, Fraunhofer IESE coordinates the Experimental Software Engineering Research Network (ESERNET). The main objective of ESERNET is to establish and maintain a European leadership in Experimental Software Engineering as an essential catalyst for fast and sustained improvement of European software competencies. It is funded by the European Commission.

In addition, collaborations within several other publicly-funded consortia exist. These aim either at Software Engineering technology advancement or at dissemination of best practices and technology transfer. Bilateral industrially-funded collaborations often result from these projects. Public project sponsors include the Government of the State of Rhineland-Palatinate, the Federal Government of Germany, and the European Commission.

Industrially-funded Collaborations

The industrial cooperation partners of Fraunhofer IESE range from large global players to small regional companies. They can be roughly grouped into four categories:

- Large national and international companies that seek help in their mid- to long-term endeavor of quality improvement in software development.
- Large national and international companies that can afford their own R & D departments and that search for competent research partners.
- Medium-size companies that want to set up improvement programs or have to implement technology changes under very tight budget and schedule constraints.
- Small companies that need ready-to-use, proven technology that yields short-term return on investment.

In addition to bilateral collaborations, Fraunhofer IESE and FC-MD have jointly started a multinational consortium of international companies - the Software Experience Center (SEC). In SEC, member companies team up to advance their software engineering competencies on a global scale, i.e., across different sites and business units and in collaboration with other leading companies in the field as well as in other application domains.

Specialized Services for SMEs

The Competence Center for Software Technology and Training (KSTW) offers services specifically tailored to small and midsize companies. The core offering is focused on base practices in software engineering such as requirements engineering, systematic testing, inspections, etc. KSTW's Software Competence Kit (“Baukasten Software Kompetenz”) allows tailored consulting services including the following elements: moderated self-assessment workshops, systematic business process modeling, problem analysis based on ISO 15504/SPICE, and tailored staff qualification.
Structure
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To ensure highly effective and efficient execution of daily operations, the FVI\-ISE institutes - Fraunhofer IESE and FC-MD - are organized into several departmental units and staff groups, which constitute the institutes’ line structures. The IESE line structure is complemented by a two-dimensional matrix structure.

One dimension of this matrix structure is assigned to so-called “core competencies”, each of which focuses on a cluster of related research themes. The other dimension is allocated to so-called “business areas”, each of which is motivated by a class of related customer problems. The core competencies are dedicated to developing innovative software engineering methods, technologies, and tools, to proving their benefit, and to packaging research results. This work is typically carried out within public or Fraunhofer base-funded projects. While the core competencies thus prepare the ground for technology transfer, the business areas are devoted to applying the technologies in industrial practice and to initiate their large-scale roll-out.

Business areas are thus responsible for acquiring, setting up, and monitoring industrial projects, for continuously observing and analyzing market needs, for spotting new business opportunities, and for feeding market requirements back to the core competencies.

Each IESE scientist belongs to one core competency and is dynamically assigned to business area projects. Business areas are thus virtual units with no personnel resources of their own (apart from the business area manager), which draw upon the core competencies for staffing customer projects.

One member of the IESE advisory board is assigned to each core competence and each business area, in order to provide advice and guidance on strategic research or market-related issues.

The line structure of Fraunhofer IESE is complemented by a two-dimensional matrix structure of core competencies (CC) and business areas (BA).
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The growth in terms of staff was continued throughout 2001. By the end of 2001, IESE employed 89 regular employees, 1 guest scientist, 30 students, 4 apprentices, and 3 trainees. Since at any point in time, approximately 20% of the staff comes from abroad, the institute maintains a unique international flavor. The plan is to grow to about 100 full-time employees by the end of the year 2002.
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Core Competencies – an Overview

Experimentation  Quality Software Development  Software Product Lines
Study Type Selection  Requirements Engineering  Scoping and Modeling
Design of Empirical Studies  Software Design  Architecture Development and Evaluation
Study Analysis  Inspections and Testing  Architecture Recovery
Result Packaging

Experimentation represents the backbone of IESE products and services. It offers internal and external services for determining the qualitative and quantitative strengths and weaknesses of software development technologies. The focus of this core competence is the selection of study types, the design of empirical studies, study analysis, and result packaging.

Quality Software Development provides methods for building software in a systematic way, so that quality requirements can be guaranteed. Special emphasis is on requirements engineering, object orientation in general and UML in particular, componentware, and testing and inspections.

Software Product Lines extends the systematic development of quality software development to the area of families of software systems. Families are the most efficient way to software reuse, exploiting synergy effects from managing several similar products as a whole instead of doing redundant work for several separate products.

Contact
Dr. Oliver Laitenberger
Phone +49 (0) 6301 707 211
Fax +49 (0) 6301 707 200
E-Mail laiten@iese.fhg.de

Contact
Dr. habil. Barbara Paech
Phone +49 (0) 6301 707 211
Fax +49 (0) 6301 707 200
E-Mail paech@iese.fhg.de

Contact
In 2001: Dr. Peter Knauber
Since Feb. 2002: Dirk Muthig (acting)
Phone +49 (0) 6301 707 251
Fax +49 (0) 6301 707 202
E-Mail muthig@iese.fhg.de
Quality and Process Engineering provides the methods to instrument development processes in such a way that relevant process attributes (cost, quality, risk) as well as product qualities can be measured and modeled. This lets managers and developers understand, monitor, control, improve, and finally predict their software development projects, processes, and products.

Contact
Dr. Peter Kaiser
Phone +49 (0) 6301 707 251
Fax +49 (0) 6301 707 202
E-Mail kaiser@iese.fhg.de

Systematic Learning and Improvement develops methods and tools to build tailored knowledge management systems for software development organizations that help capture and make explicit expert experiences, analysis results, and other sources of practical experiences, and packages them for reuse in other development projects.

Contact
Dr. habil. Klaus-Dieter Althoff
Phone +49 (0) 6301 707 121
Fax +49 (0) 6301 707 200
E-Mail althoff@iese.fhg.de

Certifiable Education and Training develops methods for workflow integrated education and training for software engineers. The goal is to support lifelong learning and continuing education tailored to specific job profiles and individual career plans of software professionals. This is done by carefully evaluating the learning needs of the software workforce and by exploiting innovative e-learning technologies.

Contact
Dr. Dietmar Pfahl
Phone +49 (0) 6301 707 151
Fax +49 (0) 6301 707 203
E-Mail pfahl@iese.fhg.de
Overview

While software has become one of the most valuable and pervasive products of the past decades, its growing complexity and size are responsible for making it one of the most challenging products to build and maintain. The challenge stems from the fact that software development belongs to the most labor- and, at the same time, knowledge-intensive processes of today's world. Hence, it is no surprise that a large variety of techniques and tools exist to support the software development activities. However, it remains unclear when to use a specific technique or tool and what consequences its usage has on the given project schedule, budget, and product quality. It is this lack of knowledge that often qualifies software development more as an art or craft rather than an engineering discipline.

To address this issue, the field of "experimental software engineering" has been established. Its main objective is to support the metamorphosis from crafting software to developing software according to engineering principles. In doing so, empirical studies, such as experiments, case studies, or surveys are conducted to investigate the strengths and weaknesses of existing software development techniques and tools.

Study Type Selection

Different types of empirical studies can be performed to address specific research questions. Among the various types are controlled experiments, quasi-experiments, case studies, and surveys. Each of them conceptualizes empirical research in different ways. There are, for example, different views about the role of theory; also about the sequence and relationship of the activities involved. And since each of them exhibits different strengths and weaknesses, one must be careful in the selection of the specific study type. The general principle is that the research strategy must fit the goal(s) of the study. Although this principle sounds simple, its implementation allows for many pitfalls. These pitfalls are addressed in this part of the core competence area. The results of this work are more detailed guiding principles for the selection of an appropriate type of empirical study or combination of study types comprising a hybrid type as a result.

The Design of an Empirical Study

The design of empirical studies is concerned with turning the research question into inquiries. In more detail, the design addresses the question of how to manipulate the various variables in order to investigate and examine any effects. Moreover, it links the goals of the study to questions and, finally, to concrete measures that are to be collected. Although this topic represents a crucial part of any kind of study, it is often performed without any real consideration of the issues and possibilities. As a consequence, one can often observe that the study design is inappropriate for the questions to be answered. To avoid this situation, the topic area addresses ways on how to design an empirical study appropriately. The work results provide guidance for researchers and practitioners on how to make their empirical studies successful.
Study Analysis

Once an empirical study has been performed, the collected data needs to be analyzed in a systematic manner. Unfortunately, many researchers as well as practitioners in software engineering lack the knowledge on how to perform this task rigorously. To alleviate this problem, study analysis as part of our core competence Experimentation covers all questions related to data analysis. The complete portfolio ranges from the selection of appropriate statistical tests to building models that help explain observed effects. In addition, new paths for analyzing data are pursued.

Result Packaging

The final step of an empirical study is the packaging of the material and the results. Packaging is the most essential element for communicating the findings of an empirical study. Moreover, it helps other researchers replicate an empirical study. And replication is an essential means to achieve and increase the validity and credibility of results.

This topic area therefore addresses questions related to the packaging of the results. This translates to different approaches on how to build experimental packages, but also on how to combine results of different studies using statistical techniques. Some of the latter, i.e., meta-analysis techniques, have recently gained momentum, since more researchers and practitioners perform empirical studies in similar domains and thus the need to combine the results to come up with overall conclusions has become obvious.

Experimentation in Practice

Experimentation is an essential element of the VISEK project (Virtuelles Software Engineering Kompetenzzentrum). One of the main objectives of VISEK is to collect and consolidate knowledge about the latest software engineering technologies and make it publicly available for the German software industry. In the context of this project, empirical studies are the vehicle for determining the strengths and weaknesses of a specific technique, method, or tool, such as inspections, testing, or product lines. The study types include surveys, case studies and controlled experiments. The results of the empirical studies are stored together with the description of the technology. This combination represents a unique knowledge offering for software practitioners and researchers. Practitioners find useful and practical experiences with software engineering technologies. Researchers can use the results to identify areas where more investigation is required.

Experimentation is also a major issue in the ESERNET project. The overall project objective of ESERNET is to establish a world-leading network of excellence in experimental software engineering. The results are used for continuous product and process improvement as a means for improving industrial competitiveness and innovation potential. Among other activities, this project evaluates software engineering practices and packages the gained experience for reuse. Moreover, it uses empirical methods to study and facilitate the systematic introduction of new practices. The results of these activities are collected, analyzed, and published in a knowledge repository.

Contact
Dr. Oliver Laitenberger
Phone +49 (0) 6301 707 211
Fax +49 (0) 6301 707 200
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GQM - a Method for Experimentation

Measurement is needed to get better insight into empirical studies. It provides information about the relevance or the relation between techniques or processes or its resulting products. Measurement during an empirical study should be related to the goal(s) of the research. For example, when ‘knowing the factors that influence risk management’ is desired, an appropriate instrument should be developed that measures those factors.

However, the operationalization from abstract goals into such a measurement instrument is a complex process. It requires a proven approach when expressing goals into a set of metrics. The Goal Question Metric (GQM) paradigm is such an approach. The GQM approach enables goal-oriented measurement and context dependent measurement.

Benefits

Goal Question Metric (GQM) is essentially a way of thinking about how to ensure that what is intended to be measured will indeed be measured. GQM states that this should be done by posing questions to make goals operational and by defining metrics to give answers to the stated questions. Doing this provides a measurement plan that is dedicated to a specific context. In addition to defining the measurement plan, GQM also pays attention to interpreting the results in order to know that the goals have been achieved.

GQM has been successfully applied in many different projects in the software industry. In Germany, it has been applied, amongst others, at Bosch, Allianz and Tenovis. GQM is also usable when evaluating software technologies. Nowadays, GQM is regarded as a method with a detailed process description and set of techniques. However, there are still issues for improvement.

The possibility of reusing measurement plans is an important issue in this context. Collecting existing measurement plans and being able to reuse them for new measurement needs will reduce the effort of applying a complete GQM program. Small and medium enterprises, especially, can benefit from this way of working. This might also benefit GQM measurement in empirical studies, e.g., when providing a proposal with metrics that are suitable for technique evaluation.

Fraunhofer ISE is therefore working on collecting and structuring measurement plans to facilitate reuse. These plans contain factors and associated metrics that are known to be important ones for a specific area, like project management or maintainability of a product. The factors defined in the existing plan are then matched during the set-up of a new measurement plan.

The measurement plans will be elaborated by working together with other research groups and industry to achieve general acceptance by the international research community. Cooperation aimed at exchanging measurement plans has started this year with the software engineering group of the University of Santa Catarina in Florianópolis (Brazil).

GQM in Practice

The Hyper project is an example of a project where the Goal Question Metric was applied in an experimentation context. Hyper stands for “High quality of software products by early use of innovative reading techniques”. It was a project at Allianz Lebensversicherung - in Stuttgart - to transfer innovative software inspection techniques to the Allianz Euro conversion projects. A new inspection technique, so-called perspective-based inspections, was introduced. The technique tells inspection participants what to look for and how to scrutinize a software artifact for defects. Although numerous controlled experiments have shown the new inspection technique to be particularly cost effective, few results were reported on its use in the context of a development project.

Goals and associated questions were defined to determine the effectiveness of PBR:

- How profitable are inspections?
- Do inspections decrease the number of analysis and design defects detected in testing?
- Do inspections reduce the testing and rework effort?
A measurement program - consisting of questions and metrics - was derived for these questions. The application of this program provided amongst others the following results. With inspections, defects were already detected in the originating phase. In the two projects where inspections were applied, 72%, respectively 100%, of the analysis defects were found as well as 25%, respectively 51%, of the design defects. Inspections were also profitable. Of course, initially it cost more effort to conduct the inspections in early phases of the regular development activities. However, the estimated effort savings due to reduced defect correction effort in later phases were twice the amount of the cost.

The Hyper project shows that GQM is a useful way of structuring measurement in a case study. Doing this makes it possible to make the effectiveness of a specific technique visible. Of course, in case of malfunctioning inspections, the GQM measurement would have shown this, too. This makes the approach an essential part of empirical studies. Every project can be approached with GQM to make it into a case study.

Services Offered

Transfer of the GQM approach to companies is done in several ways. It is possible to start with a tutorial on GQM. These tutorials are given regularly by IESE experts to unveil the GQM method and its techniques. Measurement experiences illustrate the half, full or multiple day(s) tutorial.

Another possibility is the coaching of a company in conducting a GQM program. IESE experts are then involved in giving advice on how to conduct GQM measurement, for example, on how to start a GQM process, how to select the appropriate metrics as well as how to choose techniques to get the measurement implemented. Industrial transfer might also include advice on how to continue measurement after implementing GQM measurement.
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Quality is a critical property of any software system. The perceived quality of a system depends on the nature of the application domain. In the case of safety critical systems, for example, reliability is a crucial aspect of quality, while in the case of a desktop development tool, extensibility is likely to be of major concern. In addition, quality depends on the project context. The functionality sufficient for a small company might not be adequate for a large company.

One common misconception is that quality can be "tested into" a software system after the bulk of the development has been completed. In practice, however, defects detected late in the life cycle require significant rework effort. Only through continuous application of tailored engineering and design techniques at all stages in the life cycle, and through the systematic capture and communication of the resulting knowledge about the system, can the quality goals be attained in a cost-effective way.

The Quality Software Development (QSD) core competence area provides a portfolio of synergistic software engineering techniques that individually, or collectively, help to improve quality software development significantly.

Component-based Product Line Engineering with UML
Component-based software engineering promises to revolutionize the way in which software systems are developed and maintained. However, contemporary component technologies such as COM+/.NET, EJB/J2EE and CORBA only support components in the final, implementation-oriented stages of development, leaving the earlier stages of analysis and design to be organized in largely traditional, non-component-oriented ways. The method developed at IESE supports a model-driven, UML-based representation of components, and a product line approach to their application and deployment. This enables the benefits of component-based development to be realized throughout the entire software life cycle, and allows the reusability of components to be significantly enhanced.

One major benefit of this approach is that components are described in a way that is independent of any specific implementation technology. This separation of concerns, in turn, facilitates a gradual, incremental introduction of component and product line development ideas. A company can start simply by introducing component-oriented UML models of their existing system, and then over time gradually add product line concepts and new implementation technologies.

Requirements Specification and Management
The success or failure of corporations depends on how well they meet their customers’ expectations. Different industrial studies show that one of the major problems with computer-based system development is insufficient handling of requirements. Current practice often neglects the fact that high investments in the requirements phase pay off during the entire development. For example: user acceptance of a system increases through continuous involvement during requirements capture. Requirements documents are an effective means of communication between customers, designers and testers. Requirements specifications support project management, because they can be traced to design or code components.

The RE-KIT method (Requirements Engineering with emphasis on Knowledge Management, Interface Specification and Traceability) developed at IESE, offers methodological and operational support for all requirements engineering activities. Major benefits of RE-KIT are: RE-KIT takes the specific properties and needs of different application domains into account. In particular, it has been validated within the context of business systems and embedded systems. RE-KIT ensures that the requirements engineering process serves the interests of all parties involved. RE-KIT views requirements as "living knowledge", which accumulates over time and which contributes to the...
entire product development process. The different components of RE-KIT can be applied individually or in conjunction with each other. Thus, it is possible to incrementally introduce requirements specification and management practices into an organization.

Defect Cost Reduction through Inspection and Testing
Software development is an activity that heavily depends on human interaction and input, and as a consequence, it is inherently prone to error. To attain adequate quality, therefore, techniques are needed to identify and remove defects in software systems. The QSD core competence area focuses on two techniques that reduce the cost of defects: inspection and testing. These have been shown experimentally to complement each other. Inspections involve the static examination of software documents, while testing involves their dynamic execution under controlled conditions.

Inspections are particularly effective because they make it possible to identify and remove defects early in the development process, before they have caused too much damage. They are consequently applicable in all stages of development, including requirements analysis and design. Based on its long and outstanding experience with the transfer of inspections into industry, IESE has developed its own inspection technology, FINE (Fraunhofer Software Inspections), which is described in detail on the following two pages. Testing is not only particularly well suited for uncovering defects that only become apparent when a software system executes, but also for demonstrating effectively that, at run time, the software will abide by predefined quality criteria. However, well-established traditional testing techniques do not sufficiently address the characteristics of modern software technologies such as component-based system development, or distributed, embedded, and real-time systems.

IESE is developing an integrated method for the design and testing of object-oriented systems that exploit the power of the requirements and design models for testing. For example, one variant of this method aims at making optimization-based testing technologies applicable to object-oriented real-time systems. In addition, IESE is exploring the synergies between inspections and testing, such as the use of testing data as additional decision criteria for re-inspections, or the exploitation of inspection results for deriving the test software from the specification of the functional software.

QSD in Practice
The members of this core competence area are spearheading the following projects (among others):
• The development of a method for component-based application and product line engineering.
• The tailoring of the method to embedded systems in the BM BF-funded M DTS project.
• The development of the QUASAR method for integrated requirements specification and quality assurance for embedded systems in the automotive industry.
• The development of the model-based COMPONENT+ testing process for componentware.
• The improvement of requirements documents for electronic control units for the purpose of reuse at DaimlerChrysler.
• The measurement-based evaluation and improvement of the inspection process at Lucent Technologies.
• The development of the BUY-IT requirements process model tailored to subcontracting.
• A study on optimization-based testing for DaimlerChrysler.
• The implementation of quality assurance activities for a big object-oriented development project at Tengelmann.
• Improvement workshops for requirements, design or quality assurance documents and processes.
• Training on requirements specification and management, object-oriented development, inspection and testing.
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FINE – a Technology for Defect Cost Reduction

Many of today’s software development organizations constantly struggle with budget, time, and quality problems. One primary reason for this situation can be attributed to the fact that simple engineering principles are discarded. An important principle is to perform quality-enhancing activities as early as possible. Despite the simplicity of this principle, in the software industry the activity of detecting and correcting software problems is often deferred until late in the project. The costs of a defect, however, increase significantly the later in the life cycle the defect is discovered and corrected. It is therefore no surprise that up to 50 percent of all labor hours in software development are not spent on developing software, but on defect detection and correction just before the product is shipped to its customers. This practice is becoming increasingly unacceptable given the accelerated technological change and growing competition in the global software markets. Consequently, if lower costs and higher quality are among the goals of a software development organization, defect detection and removal can not be limited to phases at the end of the development process, but must be integrated into each individual development phase right from the start. This integration, however, requires the availability of adequate processes and technologies.

Benefits

Fraunhofer Software INSpeCtion (FINE) is an industry-proven means to enable the detection and removal of defects immediately after software documents are created. Based on existing inspection technologies, FINE involves activities in which a team of qualified personnel uses systematic reading techniques to probe whether the created documentation of a software entity is of sufficient quality. According to the principles of perspective-based inspection, these reading techniques reflect the needs of the document users. Detected quality deficiencies in the form of defects are subsequently corrected. FINE also supports the measurement of defect numbers and the efficiency of the inspection process. The various activities of FINE can be smoothly tailored and integrated into each and every software development approach and activity. Moreover, it can be applied to all kinds of textual or graphical documents, such as the textual description of customer requirements, class diagrams of the system design, or code. Fraunhofer IESE offers a set of tailoring, training, and coaching activities to help practitioners implement the most useful and successful FINE activities.

FINE distills a unique set of benefits for the stakeholders and participants of a software development project. Project managers will quickly realize that FINE is one of the few software engineering technologies that helps address the problems of budget, time, and quality all at once. Results from industrial case studies show that FINE reduces the costs for defects by about 40%. This, of course, has a significant impact on the costs of the whole project. Since problems are addressed when they pop up, deadline pressure situations are attenuated. And defect detection and removal directly translate to better quality of the intermediate and the final products, which increases customer satisfaction. Developers benefit from FINE in several ways. As authors they enhance the visibility of their work in the development team. Moreover, they get quick qualitative and quantitative feedback on how to improve their work products. As inspectors they have the possibility to learn about defect patterns. This knowledge represents an important step towards future prevention of defects. FINE also exposes benefits beyond the ones already mentioned. Since FINE also involves systematic measurement, it is an important impetus for getting software projects under control. This is because the collected information helps shed light on the strengths and weaknesses of the overall development process.
Fine in Practice

For a client in the automotive parts industry, we introduced perspective-based inspections in the development project. Perspective-based inspection is a typical FINE implementation and advocates the use of a systematic defect detection technique. In addition to the introduction, we analyzed their inspection data and constructed quantitative models to support the planning and evaluation of inspections. For example, one model can be used to assign the appropriate amount of resources to achieve a certain desired level of effectiveness. As another example, we also developed a model to benchmark the efficiency of an inspection with previous similar inspections. This is applied to evaluate the effect of changes to the inspection process.

For a major player in the telecom market, we analyzed the existing inspection process, and developed models to estimate remaining defect numbers to assess the quality of inspected documents.

For a client developing a commercial object-oriented software system, we developed models to predict the fault-proneness using data on design. Such models are valuable for focusing defect detection activities on the components that are most likely to contain defects.

In the BMBF-funded QUASAR project, we are developing techniques that increase the inspection cost-effectiveness of changed documents. A second focal point of this project is the integration of inspection and testing activities. On a technical level, testing can profit from inspection results when, for example, deriving test cases. On a management level, testing data can be used as additional decision criteria for re-inspections or inspection usage of subsequent projects.

Services Offered

For organizations not yet using software inspections or systematic quality techniques, we offer the following services:

• Tailoring and implementation of software inspections according to the company’s development situation. This includes the identification of the most defect-prone documents, the development of checklists or reading techniques for these documents, and the setup of an appropriate inspection process making sure that all stakeholders of the documents participate adequately in the process.

• Training courses for management and practitioners. These courses help spread the knowledge on inspections in the company and also support the motivation for inspection use.

• Coaching of inspection-related activities. In particular, this includes the collection of data on the effects of the new inspection process in the company and the packaging of experiences. The latter ensures continuous improvement of the inspection.

For more advanced companies we offer the following additional services:

• Development and implementation of decision models for inspection management, control, and improvement. These models, for example, help determine whether spending additional inspection effort is worth the effort or whether an additional inspection is required.

• Evaluation of the implemented inspection approach. This evaluation uncovers strengths and weaknesses in the existing inspection implementation, such as an inadequate preparation strategy of inspectors.

• Improvement of the existing inspection approach by proposing dedicated inspection technology. Based on the evaluation, enhancements to the existing inspection implementation are proposed and implemented, such as the reading technique tailored to the documents and the inspectors.

These services are offered to large, medium-size, and small enterprises.
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Software Product Lines (SPL)

Overview

Product line development is currently regarded as the most potent answer to the needs many companies face: more and more products need to be brought to the market in ever shorter time intervals, at lower and lower costs. Product line development enables a company to make optimal use of its resources by setting up a strategic platform for software development. This platform addresses the functionality common across the various products, while the product-specific functionality is built on top of this. By reducing the product-specific parts to a minimum, the organization gains the potential of developing new products very efficiently.

This approach has been shown to work with extreme success for many companies, be they large or small: Hewlett-Packard reduced its time-to-market from about six months to around six weeks, while simultaneously reducing its failure rate by a factor of 25. Cummins, a large American manufacturer of Diesel engines, reduced its time-to-market from about one year to roughly one week. MARKET MAKER Software AG set up a new product line of web-based products and was able to derive from this product line about 15 products in one year, with the time span to field a new product sometimes as low as three days. This shows the tremendous improvement potential that product line development offers to a company.

The development of related software products in the form of a product line affects the complete software development life cycle and adds some additional activities. Consequently, with PuLSE™ (Product Line Software Engineering), the Software Product Line (SPL) competence area at Fraunhofer IESE offers an approach that supports all product line-related activities: from the transfer of first product line concepts into a company to the maintenance of a fully established product line, all technical and organizational aspects are addressed and supported by PuLSE™. On the other hand, PuLSE™ has been designed in a modular way that makes it possible to introduce single aspects into an organization, like product line implementation concepts only.

The Product Line competence area addresses the following main topics:

- planning and modeling,
- architecting and implementation,
- re-engineering and reverse engineering.

These are described in more detail in the following sections.

Planning and Modeling

In order to be successful with product line development, necessary investments need to be focused on those product functionalities that provide adequate potential for achieving the goals of the company. This is addressed by the PuLSE™ product line planning step Eco, which focuses on defining the product line itself as well as on how it should be developed so as to optimize the benefits that can be reaped from product line development.

During product line modeling, the requirements for all products and characteristics in the product line scope are captured. The product line model contains both common and variable requirements, with common requirements being shared by all members of the product line and variable requirements denoting the differences among product line members. The CDA component of PuLSE™ guides the product line modeling activities.
Architecting and Implementation

Product lines are centered around a common software architecture. Contrary to one-of-a-kind system architectures, this so-called reference architecture includes not only common but also variable parts: it is generic. All product line members share its common parts and differ only in the variable, that is, optional or alternative parts. The DSSA component of PuLSE™ supports the description, creation, and evaluation of software architectures for product lines and one-of-a-kind systems.

Many different mechanisms are available to implement the variability of product lines using widespread programming languages and development environments. Depending on the development and the target environment of the product line, these mechanisms are more or less adequate. With PuLiTe, PuLSE™ offers a framework to select the technology best suited to the given context; the Test component provides the respective support for testing of the resulting implementation.

Re-Engineering and Reverse Engineering

Usually, companies do not start from scratch when considering a product line approach, but have already developed some related products that can be used as starting point. State-of-the-art technologies in re-engineering and reverse engineering support the identification of similarity and variations among the existing systems - a key aspect of product line development exploited by the RE-PLACE component of PuLSE™.

SPL in Practice

PuLSE™ or components of PuLSE™ are or were applied in the following projects:

- Application2Web
  Together with the Forschungs-zentrum Informatik at the University of Karlsruhe (FZI) and a large consortium of industrial companies, methods are evaluated to determine how suitable they are for adapting existing software to a web environment.

- ESAPS, CAFE
  These two largest European product line projects aim at the integration of the best components from existing product line approaches. Partners are (among others) Siemens, Robert Bosch, Nokia, Philips, and Thales.

- Component-based Development of Applications ("Komponentenbasierte Anwendungsentwicklung")
  In this project, a method was defined as a component-based and object-oriented specialization of PuLSE™. The resulting method has been published with Addison-Wesley. Partners in the project are PSPEnta Software Systems GmbH, Softlab GmbH, and Fraunhofer FIRST.

- Software Variant Building
  In this project, PuLSE™ was adapted to the specific needs of small and medium-sized companies and applied there. Partners in this project were Kretz Software GmbH, MARKET MAKER Software AG, technino GmbH, Tecmath AG, and Viva Software GmbH.

- X-trade, X-commerce
  In a long-term strategic cooperation with maxess systemhaus gmbh, PuLSE™ components are applied for merchandise information systems and e-commerce shops.

PuLSE™ is a registered trademark of the Fraunhofer Gesellschaft.
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Planning Software Product Lines – The Scoping Technology

In these highly competitive times of ours, companies increasingly face the need to develop several variants of their software, targeting different customers and market segments.

This provides the potential for product line reuse, i.e., for developing a common reuse infrastructure from which the various products are then derived.

However, when moving towards a product line (e.g., because a new product line is set up or because several projects are integrated into a single product line), it is necessary to identify which products should be included in the product line, and which components should be included in the reuse infrastructure. These are key decisions that determine the overall profitability of the product line.

This is due to the fact that reaping the benefits of product line development requires investments on behalf of the software development organization for setting up the product line infrastructure, training the personnel in exploiting the product line approach, and adequately restructuring the software development. On the other hand, the benefits from product line development strongly depend on the products that are derived from the product line infrastructure as well as on the components that are available for reuse. Thus, in order to be successful in product line development, investments need to be focused on those functionalities that provide adequate potential for achieving the goals of the company.

The transition to product line development also faces certain risks. Transforming a company into a product line organization should therefore, be accompanied by an effort to identify and address these risks early on.

This product line planning step, which focuses on defining the product line itself as well as how it should be developed in order to optimize the benefits that can be reaped from product line development, is called Product Line Scoping.

Benefits

The Scoping Technology developed at Fraunhofer IESE enables customers to focus their product line investments on those areas where maximum payoff can be achieved and helps to address product line development risks before they turn into problems. This is particularly important when planning an incremental transition to product line development, as it is important to choose those areas as a starting point that provide the most benefit.

Product Line Scoping by Fraunhofer IESE is supported by a disciplined process that enables even organizations without a background in product line development and quantitative methods to successfully apply the approach. The scoping approach consists of three main components. These components can be recombined and adapted to provide customized scoping approaches tailored to the specific needs of a company.

The three components of the approach are:
- Product Line Mapping
- Domain Potential Assessment
- Reuse Infrastructure Scoping

Product line mapping focuses on defining the specific product line and its requirements. While the approach is usually applied after the product portfolio has already been defined, it can also be easily extended to cover product portfolio definition as well in a stakeholder-centric form.

Domain potential assessment provides a focused assessment approach that allows to determine the specific risks and benefits the organization will encounter when moving to product line development for this set of products. This step relies on focused interviews that are performed using standardized assessment questionnaires. This makes it possible to perform the assessment in a reliable and repeatable form.

Finally, reuse infrastructure scoping specifically aims at determining the most adequate product line infrastructure. This approach relies on explicit, quantitative cost-benefit models that allow for the optimization of the benefits that can be accrued from establishing a product platform. As this part requires sophisticated data processing, a tool for handling this data has been developed.

Core Competencies
Overall, product line scoping provides the customer with the following benefits:

- It supports the development of a product strategy and links it to the product line implementation approach.
- It focuses the incremental introduction of product line development.
- It makes it possible to focus investments on reusable components where they pay off the most.
- It provides a means for deciding whether and in which way a certain functionality should be introduced into the product platform. In case different groups are responsible for platform and application development, this also addresses the requirements management problem of assigning the different features to the respective development groups.
- It is customizable and can be adapted to a wide range of product line approaches such as PuLSE™ or company-specific approaches.

Services Offered

Companies can benefit in many ways from the Fraunhofer IESE expertise on product line scoping:

- We offer product line definition workshops that help a company to strategically define its product line.
- We offer analysis of the product line potential that exists in a specific product line. This enables an organization to derive, in a short timeframe, a profile of the risks and potential that exist in a specific product line without the need to acquire a detailed understanding of product line approaches.
- We offer full support and guidance on developing a product line scope.
- We offer tailoring of the approach to specific product line development contexts, as well as tutorials for introducing this approach into the customer organization.
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The PuLSE™ Product Line Scoping approach
Quality and Process Engineering (QPE)

Overview

The Quality and Process Engineering core competence area (QPE) provides comprehensive support for customers interested in the improvement of software development and subcontractor processes, data-driven project management, and related products. Our main objective is to help our customers increase their productivity as well as reduce time-to-market. We also support them in managing their projects more accurately with respect to time and cost, and in improving product quality.

QPE provides a wide range of services, including:

- Elicitation and assessment of software processes within the ISO 15504 (SPICE) and BOOTSTRAP frameworks
- Assessment and evaluation of software products in order to provide recommendations for improvement
- Support for effective project management by introducing software risk management and data-driven project monitoring
- Setting up and supporting goal-oriented measurement programs for systematic and customized improvement
- Performance of cost-benefit analysis for new methods and technologies before implementing them in order to assess potential gains
- Support for goal-oriented process improvement and process guidance through the introduction of web-based electronic process guides (EPG)
- Quantitative or hybrid (quantitative/qualitative) modeling for software cost and quality
- Support for organizations in the establishment of purchase-based software development, including supplier selection, subcontractor management, component evaluation, etc.

Goal-oriented Process and Product Assessment (GPPA)

Goal-oriented Process and Product Assessment (GPPA) supplies expertise and instruments to perform a "health check" for software development. The outcome of an assessment is an advice on where the organization should improve its products and processes, as well as how to improve them. Our services address the following topics:

- Performing focused product and process assessments: we rapidly provide companies with an overview of the current state of a product or process. The ISO 15504 standard (SPICE) is used for process assessments. Product assessments are in line with the ISO 9126 and ISO 14598 standards.
- Introducing and coaching software measurement programs: based on the Goal/Question/Metric approach, data analysis results can be used to both improve processes and monitor projects.
- Descriptive Process Modeling (DPM)
  Process engineering plays a major role in today's software industry. Process models are extensively used to help obtain ISO certifications, guide process improvement programs, and introduce "best practices" into organizations. Descriptive Process Modeling (DPM) provides a wide range of integrated services and technologies to support process engineering. We also provide access to our own, specially developed process engineering technologies, incl. the Electronic Process Guide (EPG) and the Spearmint™/EPG process modeling tool. Our services include:
  - Improving existing processes. We elicit, document, and analyze a company's process and identify areas for improvement. We then help companies to implement these improvements by introducing innovative technologies.
  - Tailoring processes for the company's specific needs. We show companies how to tailor existing or standard processes for a company and/or projects. This also includes adapting processes to organizational changes.
  - Providing support to assess the impact of changes. We show through simulation the impact of introducing new methods and technologies on cost, time and quality before an investment is made.
Core Competencies

- Introducing new processes. Using our expertise and technologies, we help companies to introduce new processes into their working environment.
- Communicating and managing processes. We ensure that the company's most up-to-date processes are quickly and easily communicated throughout the company and that they are continuously monitored and adequately modified.

Cost and Quality Engineering (CQE)

Cost and Quality Engineering (CQE) focuses on ways to build and apply models and methods aimed at the characterization, evaluation, control, and prediction of a variety of software attributes. This implies the combination of goal-oriented measurement with rigorous and integrated quantitative modeling, and the use of many other experimental techniques. The goal of the CQE group is to enable software project managers to make the right decisions in a specific situation, resulting in increased productivity, decreased time-to-market, and lower development effort and cost. Our services address a wide range of issues, including:

- Supporting decision-making during project bidding and planning. We identify important cost and risk factors in our customers' development environment. Based on such analyses, we help build cost and risk models to improve cost estimation and to cope with project risks.
- Facilitating the decision on whether to internally develop a component, subcontract one, or purchase a Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) component. We support our customers in assessing, selecting, and integrating the most suitable COTS or subcontracted components through the definition of an effective, efficient, and reliable acquisition process.
- Providing guidance on setting up and running inspection and testing activities. We build models to predict the error-proneness of software components to focus verification and validation activities. Moreover, our methods can estimate how many defects remain in a document after inspection, or evaluate the cost effectiveness of inspections.
- Producing industry benchmarks. We explore large industrial data bases and apply and develop methods that are well suited to produce interpretable industry benchmarks for our customers.
- To support the rating of a company, an integrated product and process assessment of a company in the telecommunication domain was performed for DEG.
- We introduce systematic risk management in an embedded software development project at Delphi.
- The focus of a study for Insead/ESA was on determining the most important, predominant cost factors in the context of this company. Based on the results, suggestions on what data to collect in the future were made.
- We develop a simulation-based method to predict the impact of process changes (e.g., use of a new technology) on time, quality, etc. in the SEV project.
- We provide support in adapting software development processes to new organizational structures at Tenovis.
- With WISE, we model and evaluate software development processes for wireless Internet service engineering.
- With Buy-IT, we developed a process and methods to support make-or-buy-decisions, to select COTS or subcontractors, to monitor subcontractors, and to test externally produced products.

QPE in Practice

- In the APO project, the success of continuous education in industry is evaluated. The approach and techniques of software process assessments are applied.
- Bosch uses a variety of (commercial) software development tools. The goal of our project is to define a process for performing a quantitative cost-benefit analysis of the use of software development tools within Bosch.
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Buy-IT – a Methodology for Purchase-based Software Development

In today’s increasingly global markets, meeting product objectives such as short time-to-market and high quality, and development goals such as high productivity are becoming more and more crucial to company success. They constitute a major factor for a company’s competitive edge. This fully holds for software development as one example for a global market with the segments application software, embedded software, e-commerce, etc. The goals map to low development effort, short development time, and high software quality. Effort, time and quality thus define the magic triangle for competitive software development. Optimization of these factors ensures the market success of software companies and their products. This can be accomplished by (1) software reuse, i.e., using software components from past projects, (2) product line development, i.e., development of software for reuse, relying on a common platform, and (3) purchase of software, i.e., procurement of any kind of commercially available third party software components. In the past, a considerable amount of research work was spent on software reuse and product line development. Little methodological and operational support is available to guide software organizations in purchasing software components.

The software development process, however, should include methodological support for software purchase as an integral element. This will let software organizations master the challenges arising from purchase-based software development. Fraunhofer IESE has developed a methodology called Buy-IT, which focuses on the issues associated with purchasing and integrating commercially available third party components.

Benefits
Buy-IT is a methodology framework that provides support for the full range of tasks concerned with the purchase of software components. Possible fields of application for Buy-IT range from making a make-or-buy decision for the various components of a software system. Possible applications also include the hiring of a subcontractor, selection of commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) components, selecting a subcontractor, monitoring and managing the subcontractor with respect to schedule adherence and product quality, analyzing subcontracts regarding legal risks, as well as integrating the purchased component into a given architecture. In order to satisfy all these different demands, Buy-IT is designed for modular and task-oriented application. Each single Buy-IT module satisfies one demand and can be integrated seamlessly with existing processes in a company. Currently, Buy-IT comprises the following modules:

- PRA (Potential and Risk Analysis of Software Components), which offers support for make-or-buy decisions for the various components of a software system.
- REACT (Requirements Engineering for the Acquisition of Software), which provides systematic support for engineering requirements that enable the purchase of COTS software or the hiring of subcontractors.
- CAP (COTS Acquisition Process), which controls and optimizes the COTS assessment and selection process towards assessment and selection cost, COTS risks, and COTS quality.
- SAS (Subcontractor Assessment and Selection), which helps in systematically assessing, selecting and charging subcontractors with the development of components.
- SCM (Subcontractor Monitoring), which operationally describes the actions to take for monitoring the subcontract, including the final approval of the ordered component.
- SINT (System Integration), which provides guidance on integrating the purchased components into a given architecture, overcoming possible architectural mismatches.
Core Competencies

Buy-IT in Practice

Industrial deployment of Buy-IT modules is growing. For example, the CAP module of Buy-IT has been applied in two case studies with Siemens AG – one case study was performed in Germany, the other one was performed in the U.S. The motivation for both studies was to manage the assessment and selection of two large-scale COTS components for Information System development. The effect of the cost optimization features of CAP was that the application of CAP as a systematic process was not measurably higher than the application of the former practice in place, while the quality of the result, i.e., the final selection of COTS components, was seen to be of significantly higher quality, higher reliability, and higher understandability and traceability. Overall, customer satisfaction in this project was high – both from management’s point of view and from that of the developers.

Services Offered

• Training. We provide training to enable the customer to apply the Buy-IT methodology and its individual modules.
• Customization. We tailor the Buy-IT method handbooks and toolboxes to the specific requirements of any development organization.
• Coaching. We provide support the first time Buy-IT modules are applied in a company’s projects.
• Implementation. In cooperation with company process experts, we provide support in integrating the Buy-IT methods into the company’s process landscape.

Future Enhancements (planned for 2002)

• Subcontract Risk Assessment will support contractors as well as subcontractors in assessing the legal risks contained in a subcontract.
• Subcontractor Reviews will enhance the techniques used in Buy-IT/SCM for monitoring subcontractors and subcontractors with respect to output quality.
• Subcontractor Testing will give guidance on developing acceptance criteria and test cases from requirements in the subcontract.

Contact
Michael Ochs
Phone +49 (0) 6301 707 251
Fax +49 (0) 6301 707 202
E-Mail ochs@iese.fhg.de

Standard Development Process

Company Goals and Strategy
Component and Software Market
Laws, external Requirements and Restrictions, Main Contract
Component High Level Requirements
Buy off the Shell List
Charge Subcontractor List
Requirements Validated
Subcontracting Requirements
requirements refined by Subcontractor

Requirements (high level)

System Integration

Legend: PRA Potential and Risk Analysis
REACT Requirements Engineering for Acquisition of Software
CAP COTS Acquisition Process
SAS Subcontractor Assessment and Selection
SCM Subcontractor Monitoring
S-INT System Integration

The Buy-IT methodology
Systematic Learning and Improvement (SLI)

Overview

Typically, our customers want to reuse and adapt well-tried solutions. They do not want to repeat mistakes. They want to offer their products and services with constant quality, even if their experts are not available at the moment. Therefore, they seek to make more out of their knowledge based on professional experience management.

That is what the core competence area Systematic Learning and Improvement is about. We support customers in analyzing their knowledge management processes. We help customers not simply to gain experience but also to efficiently and sustainably use it. We support organizations in training employees on these topics. We do not offer knowledge management off-the-shelf, but experience management tailored to individual organizations. The benefit for the customer is that individual experience becomes knowledge for all, that information is at hand when needed, and that the organization takes over the initiative for its own experience management. How can customers benefit from Fraunhofer IESE’s competence and experience for their experience management? The following will shortly describe our view on experience management, our competence and experience, our main research and competence development areas, as well as specific competencies built up so far.

Systematic Learning and Improvement develops techniques, methods, and tools for experience management in the information technology (IT) field. Experience management includes the tasks of efficiently connecting persons who know with those who have to know as well as making personal knowledge and experiences available throughout an organization. For Fraunhofer IESE, experience is knowledge that was acquired in practice. Examples for experiences are lessons learned and descriptive business processes. The basis of experience management is the experience factory concept, the well-known software engineering approach. It is complemented by technologies from artificial intelligence, such as case-based reasoning, ontologies, and datatext mining and approaches from knowledge management for knowledge sharing, content authoring and management, and business process integration.

Approach

Based on the experience achieved in various industrial and publicly-funded research and transfer projects, we developed the DISER (Design and Infusion of Software Engineering Repositories) methodology for the build-up and operation of experience management systems, including a technical infrastructure for its support. DISER consists of the following nine main steps:

1. Developing a vision for the experience management system
2. Setting goals
3. Setting subject areas
4. Defining usage and filling scenarios
5. Modeling the experience ontology
6. Implementing the experience management system
7. Going online with the experience management system
8. Maintaining the experience management system
9. Integrating existing and generating new knowledge.

DISER usually starts with developing a vision for the experience management system. This means going through all the subsequent eight steps on a rather abstract level. Such a vision explains where the experience transfer can be supported by the experience management system. Based on the vision, concrete goals are defined. This occurs with consideration of the interests of the stakeholders. With each of these goals, appropriate success criteria are associated, which allow the progress concerning the goals to be measured.

In the next step, relevant topics, which can contribute to achieving the objectives, are identified and selected via vision and goals. As soon as objectives and relevant topics are known, the acquisition and use of the experiences can be described by scenarios. In the context of the scenarios, the need for information is captured in more detail.

This allows to develop a representation pattern for experiences (ontology), which is usually implemented based on a rapid application development approach. Based on the prototype system, the continuous operation of the experience management system is prepared, which includes business process integration, evaluation and maintenance, as well as the integration of available knowledge. DISER includes the creation of a top-down rationale for implementation (pattern and knowledge acquisition plan). This rationale documents the
reference of the components of pattern and knowledge acquisition plan via scenarios and relevant topics to targets and system vision and thus, becomes understandable.

DISER has been developed and validated through various research and transfer projects including partners/customers like Allianz Lebensversicherung, BSR Consulting, DaimlerChrysler Aerospace, DaimlerChrysler Forschung und Technik, Dresdner Bank, empolis knowledge management, Tenovis, Fraunhofer IPA, the University of Kaiserslautern, and the University of Leipzig. One DISER reference project is the ISEE Experience Factory, called CoIN (Corporate Information Network, see section "CoIN – Experience Management at ISEE" on page 64). Public experience repositories are available through the ISEE website.

Currently, DISER is being refined and extended in various directions.
- Product line for experience repositories
- Experience repository maintenance
- Change management and knowledge development for IT processes
- Evolution of experience repository ontologies
- Personalization of knowledge sharing
- Experience-based risk management for software development projects
- Experience-based IT security engineering

In addition to experience management, Systematic Learning and Improvement has also built up specific competencies in IT security and systematic improvement. Further details on IT security can be found in this report (see section "NIXE™ – a Tool for Security Audits" on page 42). One current research goal is to further integrate experience management and IT security. The BM BF-funded project SKe (Holistic Security Concepts with Dynamic Control Mechanisms for eService Processes) is one means to achieve this. Based on a formal security model and an experience-based security database, a generic method is developed to support eGovernment tasks like car registration, building application, or tax declaration. Methods for systematic improvement are a built-in part of DISER. Furthermore, several software engineering experience repositories are being built.

SLI in Practice

Among others, the core competence area Systematic Learning and Improvement has contributed to the following projects:
- CoIN (Fraunhofer ISE corporate information network)
  This experience factory has been online since mid-2000. It currently focuses on lessons learned on project business and descriptive business process models. (See also section "CoIN – Experience Management at ISEE" on page 64.)
- indiGo (Integrative Software Engineering Using Discourse Supporting Groupware)
  Development of a discourse-centered discussion platform for increasing transparency and involvement of stakeholders within software engineering methods. It includes a case study on process learning and change management of IT processes. (See also section "Enhancing Experience Management and Process Learning with Moderated Discourses" on page 60.)
- SKe (Holistic Security Concepts with Dynamic Control Mechanisms for eService Processes)
  Development of an experience-based security database and a generic reference model. SKe includes a case study at a German municipality.
- ViSEK (Virtual Software Engineering Competence Center)
  Experience and content management for software engineering technologies including a technical infrastructure. (See also section "ViSEK – Virtual Competence Center for Software Engineering" on page 54.)
- ESERNET (Experimental Software Engineering Network)
  Experience and content management for software engineering technologies including a technical infrastructure.
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NIXE™ – a Tool for Security Audits

Today’s business increasingly depends on information technology (IT). Therefore, IT security is an important requirement for most enterprises. Unfortunately, securing IT components is a complex and time-consuming task, and skilled security personnel are a very scarce resource.

To improve the efficiency and effectiveness of security assessments, and to optimally deploy available resources, appropriate tool support is called for. NIXE™, which was developed at Fraunhofer IESE, is a tool for performing security checks on UNIX systems. Compared to similar tools, NIXE™ is characterized by a high level of flexibility and modularity. It can be easily configured to meet the individual security requirements of an organization. In addition, it is compatible with a wide variety of UNIX platforms and dialects.

NIXE™ is strictly non-intrusive. It does not interfere with normal system operation, which is an important characteristic in a production environment.

Originally, NIXE™ aimed at supporting large-scale assessment campaigns with hundreds of evaluation targets. But it proved equally useful for the analysis of individual systems. NIXE™ received the Innovation Award 2001 of the State of Rhineland-Palatinate.

Benefits

Security requirements differ for each system. To obtain meaningful and concise evaluation results, it is essential to tailor the individual evaluation criteria to meet the local security policy. In NIXE™, evaluation criteria are configurable in a very flexible manner. However, describing each and every security detail is a rather tedious task. To simplify tool customization, a configuration run can automatically extract the relevant security settings of a reference system and transform them into corresponding NIXE™ evaluation criteria. Subsequent evaluation runs compare the actual configuration settings of the evaluation target with NIXE’s pre-computed evaluation profile (see the figure below).

If an appropriate reference system is not available, the user may instead load one of the default evaluation profiles that are part of the NIXE™ package. Alternatively, even an insecure reference system may be chosen for a configuration run. In both cases, the resulting evaluation profile requires manual fine-tuning.

Different types of evaluation criteria may be specified, including:

- White lists (or black lists, respectively) for permissible accounts, user groups, services, ports, paths, software packets, patches, etc.
- Path attributes such as permission mask, owner group, checksum, etc.
- Attribute-value pairs for kernel, service, and protocol parameters

A severity level is assigned to each specification. Depending on severity, specific findings are reported as OKAY, INFO, CHECK, WARN, or ALERT messages. Criteria and severity levels can both be tailored to the specific needs of an assessment, and logging may be restricted to selected message types, thus minimizing tool output. Furthermore, NIXE™ is able to compare two evaluation protocols – typically, an older one and a more recent one referring to the same evaluation target – and to list only those findings that differ.

Currently, NIXE™ comprises 23 evaluation modules. They cover a wide spectrum of security aspects, for example:

- Firmware and kernel parameters
- Installed software packets and patches
- User account settings
- Audit, logging, and authentication settings
Core Competencies

- Paths and path attributes
- Mount points and mount options
- System services and service configuration
- Protocol configuration
- Open ports

New evaluation modules are added according to our customers’ demands.

All NIXE™ functionality is implemented as a collection of shell scripts. From a user’s perspective, this has several advantages. First, NIXE™ is highly portable because any UNIX dialect is able to execute shell scripts. Second, tool installation is trivial because no additional runtime support is required. Third, the script format of the tool and the lack of installation steps make the tool and its modes of operation highly transparent. On the one hand, users can convince themselves that the tool does not harm the running system under evaluation. On the other hand, the user can easily change and extend the tool’s functionality.

NIXE™ in Practice

Fraunhofer IESE uses NIXE™ for cost-effective baseline security audits. The tool relieves our experts of routine work and lets them focus on non-trivial aspects of IT security that are beyond the capabilities of automated analysis. Especially for small and medium enterprises, tool support is essential to reliably identify common security gaps, even with a very tight budget.

Fraunhofer Central Administration hired IESE to carry out a sample security survey of several Fraunhofer institutes. Each of the selected institutes was visited for about half a day. We used NIXE™ to efficiently collect information. Key personnel were interviewed while running the tool. IESE experts briefly discussed the main findings of NIXE™ with the local staff. A detailed analysis of NIXE™ results and interviews was prepared off-line. Documenting all findings was the factor that dominated the overall costs of the survey.

Our cooperation with DeTeMobil Deutsche Telekom MобильNet GmbH aims at large-scale security audits covering a hundred or more UNIX systems. In a large audit campaign, the effort required to prepare a suitable evaluation profile is negligible compared to the analysis of evaluation results. In this context, it is essential to customize the tool to the specific security standards of our client to minimize the probability of so-called false positives or false negatives in the evaluation protocol. A concise evaluation report is an important prerequisite to delegate the pre-configured tool to local system administrators. They have limited expertise in IT security and would easily be confused by an output that is too verbose.

Services Offered

We offer a number of services to our partners and customers that are centered on NIXE™:

- NIXE™ audits. We carry out NIXE™-based, cost-effective security evaluations. This service addresses small and medium-sized enterprises in particular, which lack qualified security staff and can not afford the costs of an in-depth manual inspection.
- Training. We show clients how to employ NIXE™ to their best advantage. We help them to interpret the evaluation results and to select appropriate countermeasures.
- Pre-Configuration. We help our clients to tailor NIXE’s evaluation profile to their specific needs.
- Audit design. We support clients in their planning of large-scale security audits and help them to fit NIXE™ into the overall audit process.
- Adaptation. We extend the functionality of NIXE™ to cover customer-specific security aspects, and we show clients how to make their own changes to the evaluation logic.

Of course, NIXE™ is only one facet of our offerings. We advise our clients on general aspects of IT security management and provide expert opinion on the security of client-specific IT components and services.

NIXE™ (Non-intrusive unIX Evaluation) is a registered trademark of the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft.
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Certifiable Education and Training in Software Engineering (CET)

Overview

While software is of paramount importance for market success in all high-tech and service domains, software engineering (SE) competence development does not live up to this challenge and demands tremendous improvement efforts. Moreover, the increasing need for personalized on-the-job and on-demand qualification of the workforce in software engineering methods, tools, and techniques is intensified by shorter and shorter innovation cycles of software technology.

One possibility of dealing with this situation is to establish effective and efficient SE qualification systems that do not only offer traditional in-class training courses, but also take advantage of state-of-the-art e-learning technologies. Associated qualification programs and products must be tailored to development and business processes, software application domains, individual competence profiles of the software engineers, and to the qualification needs of the organization.

To control the efficiency of SE qualification systems, measures to evaluate the success of learning, adequate use of e-learning technology (e.g., hypermedia courseware, simulation, collaborative learning infrastructures), improved e-learning methodologies, and sustained quality assurance of e-learning environments (e.g., portals, learning environments) have to be established.

Evaluation of SE qualification systems

CET develops a modular assessment method for the systematic evaluation of qualification processes, qualification products (i.e., curricula and courseware), competence profiles, qualification needs, and software infrastructures for learning (e.g., portals, learning environments).

High-quality courseware development

CET offers a methodology for improving hypermedia courseware production towards higher efficiency and quality. The core of this methodology is a comprehensive development process that follows the principles of software and hypermedia engineering. The process integrates all role-specific points of view (e.g., instructional, technical, managerial), supports systematic reuse, and promotes effective quality assurance techniques.

Workflow-integrated qualification of the software engineering workforce

CET develops curricula for recently created IT job profiles that aim at certifiable work-process-oriented qualification of the software workforce.

Collaborative learning over the Web

CET offers a comprehensive methodology for hypermedia-based, collaborative learning in software organizations. Based on a set of fundamental principles of continuing education, this methodology connects learners with knowledge possessors and other learning resources in the most adequate way, depending on their current learning situation. By offering innovative concepts of creating and documenting new knowledge while learning, the new methodology integrates technology-enabled learning with knowledge engineering.

Simulation-based learning

CET helps software managers to cope with the dynamic complexity of software development by providing guidance on building and using quantitative simulation models as a source for learning and improvement. Simulation models help software engineers and
managers understand the effects of new technologies and policies on the performance of software development processes. Based on simulations, decision-makers can explore and analyze potential process improvements before implementation in a pilot project. In addition, quantitative simulation models can be used to support planning and control tasks.

Product lines for learning environments

CET aims at providing a method for analyzing learning environments with regard to their effectiveness in supporting web-based collaborative learning, and to provide guidance on how to evolve them. One key element of the method under development is a new formalism that helps to capture and describe the user requirements of web-based collaborative learning infrastructures. It is expected that the new method will improve the effectiveness and efficiency of developers of collaborative learning environments. In addition, the method will support current and prospective users of collaborative learning environments in analyzing their purchase decision.

Improved reuse of learning materials

CET develops a comprehensive concept map for the domain of software engineering. After completion, this concept map will support the semi-automatic annotation and retrieval of learning material fragments for the purpose of reuse. On the non-technical level, CET investigates the return on investment (ROI) of reuse-supporting e-learning systems.

Training services

CET offers a bundle of consulting services related to the design, implementation and management of training programs for software organizations. Typically, these services are offered in collaboration with the SWA Software Akademie AG.

CET in Practice

In 2001, CET contributed to the following projects:

- FKN (Fraunhofer Knowledge and Learning Network): Development of high-quality courseware modules for hypermedia-based UML training.
- Allianz Lebensversicherung: Usability evaluation of the proprietary Allianz learning portal.
- MAN Roland Druckmaschinen: Definition of required competence profiles and analysis of qualification needs.
- Robert Bosch GmbH: Design and implementation of qualification measures in order to teach software engineering skills to hardware engineers.
- APO (Arbeitsprozessorientierte Weiterbildung in der IT-Branche): Development of curricula for the workflow-integrated qualification of IT professionals.
- Construction Kit "Software Competence": Development of a modular qualification handbook for SM Es and courseware units for web-based training on object-oriented software development.
- CORONET (Corporate Software Engineering Knowledge Networks for Improved Training of the Workforce): Project coordination and main responsibility for the development of the web-based collaborative learning methodology CORONET-Train.
- E-Qualification Framework: Development of a comprehensive process model for the systematic development of high-quality courseware modules.
- Teachware on Demand: Automatic decomposition of learning material into fragments plus annotation of these fragments for semi-automatic selection and re-composition of fragments into new learning material.
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IntView – an Integrated Approach to Courseware Engineering

Technology-enabled learning using the web and the computer is becoming more and more important, especially in the continuing education of the workforce. However, high-quality courseware for training of the workforce is still rather seldom today. One reason for this situation can be traced back to the process of courseware development. First, the development of high quality courseware is a very expensive and labor-intensive process. This is especially due to the fact that courseware development is a multidisciplinary team approach. Furthermore, as in the early days of software development, courseware is still developed mostly from scratch. Well-defined, explicit, detailed, and integrated processes to provide sufficient guidance and support for all disciplines in everyday courseware development work are rather seldom. That is, the development process used and thus the quality of the courseware produced often depend heavily on the experience, knowledge and skills of the development team members and their ability to cooperate. In courseware development projects lacking sufficient process guidance, only highly qualified people working together long-term as a team are able to produce high quality courseware within given time and budget constraints. Often, this prerequisite is not given. As a consequence, most of the courseware development projects today face problems with meeting schedule, staying within budget, and producing quality courseware at the same time.

Benefits

The goal of the IntView courseware development methodology is to provide courseware developers with a tool to reduce the overall development effort and, at the same time, to increase the probability of finishing a courseware project within schedule and budget, and with high technical quality. The quality criteria to be achieved are defined as courseware requirements. IntView consists of a life cycle model, a process model, and a set of guidelines defining how to tailor the process model to a specific project context. As a comprehensive development methodology, IntView integrates all important views of high quality courseware development (i.e., managerial, content-instructional, and graphical-technical views on the process with one view comprising several roles) dealing with all four dimensions of courseware (that is, content, instructional strategy, content presentation style, functionality). In addition, IntView integrates existing courseware development approaches with elements of hypermedia and software engineering approaches. Furthermore, IntView introduces a set of intermediate quality assurance activities inspired by state-of-the-art software engineering principles that verify the quality of intermediate work products. On the other hand, IntView also integrates already existing courseware quality assurance measures like formative and summative evaluations.

On a high level of abstraction, the IntView courseware methodology can be described as a product-centered life cycle model, as shown on the opposite page. This life cycle model comprises all phases necessary for producing the main products of courseware development, and their temporary relationships. The IntView life cycle model is the starting point for the definition and detailed description of the IntView process model that supports and guides teams in everyday work. This process model is supplemented by guidelines for tailoring the development process in order to meet the needs of a specific project. The IntView process model is available as an Electronic Process Guide. This Electronic Process Guide is a website supporting and guiding courseware development teams during everyday work.

In its current version, the IntView methodology is restricted to the development of large drill and practice courseware as well as non-adaptive and adaptive tutorial courseware. The development of educational games, simulations, and additional types of courseware is not being covered.

Core Competencies
IntView in Practice

The IntView courseware development methodology was applied in a project that adapted and extended an existing UML courseware for the training of technical managers into a courseware for the training of software designers.

The courseware for the training of technical managers includes information required for the decision on the use of UML as well as for the introduction of UML into an organization. Furthermore, this courseware enables technical managers to interpret UML diagrams. This courseware is currently available in German only under the name "UML interaktiv für Entscheidungsträger" at the URL http://www.iese.fhg.de/UML-Kurs. The courseware can be used without any fee by registered users. A registration form is available at the same URL.

The courseware for training software designers teaches the development of UML diagrams in software projects. Therefore, it adapts the content of the courseware for the training of technical managers. In addition, it provides a module presenting the theory of all UML diagrams in detail. Furthermore, this module provides practical guidelines on the generation process of UML diagrams. It is a 30 hours delivery time tutorial developed with the same tools and technologies as the courseware for training technical managers. Furthermore, the user interface design and the functionality design are identical.

Services Offered

Fraunhofer ISE offers the following services around IntView:

Companies developing courseware can be supported through:
- Analysis of the current courseware development process
- Adaptation of the IntView methodology to the characteristics of the company based on the results of the analysis of the current development process
- Introduction of the adapted IntView methodology at the customer's site

Companies intending to buy courseware can benefit from IntView through:
- Evaluation of the quality of courseware candidates according to customer characteristics and requirements
- Evaluation of the pilot application of the purchased courseware

The courseware described has been partly developed in the strategic research project of the Fraunhofer Gesellschaft "Fraunhofer Knowledge & Learning Network (FKN)". The development of the IntView methodology was partly funded by the "e-Qualification Framework (e-QF)" project under grant 01AK908A of the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF).
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The logical product-centered IntView lifecycle model
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## Business Areas – an Overview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software Development</th>
<th>Software Project Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PuLSE™ - Efficient Mass Production of Software</td>
<td>Data-driven Cost/Quality/Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component-based Product Line Engineering</td>
<td>Subcontractor Assessment and Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeCoR – Software Defect Cost Reduction</td>
<td>Software Procurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINE – Fraunhofer Inspection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our experts in re-engineering and product line development show you the most economical way of carrying your legacy systems into the future. We help you to evolve existing systems into product lines and to integrate componentware into your systems.

We help you to select, tailor, and continuously improve the software development practices best suited to your market’s and your organization’s needs.

Contact
In 2001: Dr. Peter Knauber
Since Feb. 2002: Dr. Peter Kaiser
Phone +49 (0) 6301 707 251
Fax +49 (0) 6301 707 202
E-Mail kaiser@iese.fhg.de

We help you to implement lean practices for planning, tracking, and predicting cost, quality and risk by integrating goal-oriented measurement, assessment, and benchmarking.

We help you to select, integrate and manage subcontractors or to select, evaluate and integrate purchased (off-the-shelf) software.

Contact
Ralf Kempkens
Phone +49 (0) 6301 707 251
Fax +49 (0) 6301 707 202
E-Mail kempkens@iese.fhg.de
Improvement Management

Process Assessment and Improvement

Product Assessment and Improvement

IT Security

Software Competence Management

Learning Software Organization

Job-oriented Education and Training

Education and Training on Demand

Software-based Business Development

Innovation Management

Expert Reports

Software Economics

E-Business

Technology Consulting

Change Management

We perform efficient, reliable, and reproducible assessments of your practices and products and help you implement an action plan that meets your actual business goals.

We help you to detect vulnerabilities that may become targets of deliberate as well as accidental threats, define security goals for your organization, and determine action plans for achieving and sustaining them.

Contact
Ralf Kempkens
Phone +49 (0) 6301 707 251
Fax +49 (0) 6301 707 202
E-Mail kempkens@iese.fhg.de

We help you to continuously identify and capture valuable information from processes, products, and people. This enables you to assess, manage, and maintain knowledge, and to supply it to your entire organization.

We help you to determine current and future job profiles of your IT personnel, tailor and perform education programs to build the core competencies of your workforce. We provide modules for training on demand integrated with your work processes.

Contact
Andreas Jedlitschka
Phone +49 (0) 6301 707 121
Fax +49 (0) 6301 707 200
E-Mail jedl@iese.fhg.de

We help you to continuously innovate your software-related business practices so as to enable you to compete proactively.

We help you to make informed decisions regarding risk, cost and benefit of new technologies as well as of process and organizational changes.

Contact
Dr. Frank Bomarius
Phone +49 (0) 6301 707 121
Fax +49 (0) 6301 707 200
E-Mail bomarius@iese.fhg.de
MARKET MAKER Software AG is a company for financial information software and data. In 1999, MARKET MAKER decided to invest in a new family of systems that share the idea of web-based financial information. The MERGER project was set up and started with the intention to produce a generic platform and mechanisms to build financial information systems faster and with high quality. One example of such a system is a public website that offers information on securities and the stock market to the general public. Another example of such a system is a bank’s internal security information system for financial advisers.

In order to ensure their mid- and long-term competitiveness, MARKET MAKER wanted to achieve a fast time-to-market. A fast time-to-market would allow them to improve their market position, support expansion of the coverage of market segments, and lead to unique selling propositions. In the growing market of web-based financial information systems, MARKET MAKER must produce new systems quickly and be able to extend their base functionality in a customer-specific way to stay competitive and keep their customers competitive.

On the other hand, product quality is a key issue for MARKET MAKER: their customers require the systems to be available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Additionally, the data delivered by the systems (e.g., current stock prices) must be current and correct at all times to be of use and prevent financial damage.

Software product line concepts promise to provide a solution to the MARKET MAKER challenges: effort for developing customer-specific systems is reduced by building a common core platform (also called product line infrastructure) that all systems are derived from. Customer-specific products are then built on top of that core platform, that is, they reuse the product line infrastructure. The development and maintenance effort for the platform is shared by all products that are derived from it; thus, overall effort and costs decrease dramatically. Quality can be expected to improve because product lines guide people in how to perform reuse-oriented software development in a planned and systematic way.

In 1999, MARKET MAKER decided to extend a previously existing cooperation with Fraunhofer IESE under the umbrella of the ESAPS project (a large European research project (Eureka) 2023 Programme, ITEA project 99005). In this cooperation, the PuLSE™ approach was applied to design and optimize the MERGER platform. PuLSE™ (Product Line Software Engineering) is a product line approach developed at Fraunhofer IESE. It supports all product line-related activities from the transfer of first product line concepts into a company to the maintenance of a fully established product line, all technical and organizational aspects are addressed and supported.
Special emphasis of the PuLS™ application at MARKET MAKER was placed on the identification of the optimal focus for reuse activities and on the architecture of the MERGER platform.

Results

After 12 calendar months of development activity, the first product was deployed at MARKET MAKER. By mid-2001, approx. 20 members of the MERGER product line were in service, and many more are planned. New customer systems that only require the basic functionality can be put together in a day or two, once the design of the HTML pages is provided. An example of one customer’s system is shown on this page. The figure illustrates the “Steckbrief” (i.e., composite page) view on an instrument. This view provides all of the basic information about a particular stock, taken from a variety of sources such as real-time feeds, news databases, historical price data, estimates, or computed technical indicators.

The increasing productivity through the PuLS™ product line approach can be illustrated with an example from user administration: the core user management component was developed in several person days. Once this was in place, variants of this component for specific customers only required 10% of the initial effort.

Partner
MARKET MAKER Software AG
67655 Kaiserslautern
www.market-maker.de

Contact
In 2001: Dr. Peter Knauber
Since Feb. 2002: Dr. Peter Kaiser
Phone +49 (0) 6301 707 251
Fax +49 (0) 6301 707 202
E-Mail kaiser@iese.fhg.de
The project Virtuelles Software-Engineering-Kompetenzzentrum (ViSEK) aims at providing German software developing companies with fast and simple access to the latest and most appropriate methods for developing software according to engineering principles.

Its primary goals are to

• build up a community of software engineering experts and professional users as well as to
• create an Internet portal through which the expert knowledge of ViSEK partners will be made accessible to the more than 20,000 software developing companies in Germany.

The portal or virtual competence center therefore represents a basis for successful knowledge transfer between research and industry and vice versa. Under the leadership of Fraunhofer IESE, seven research organizations integrate and process their expert knowledge in an electronic knowledge base. During a three-year build-up phase from 2001 to 2003, ViSEK will be funded by the German Ministry for Education and Research (BMF) with € 6.75 million. Since October 2001, visitors of the virtual competence center at the website www.visek.de have been able to inform themselves on up-to-date, empirically proven methodologies and access experience reports. Moreover, they have been able to get into contact with experts.

ViSEK provides a variety of services to its users. Besides discussion forums and information on software engineering technologies, tools, and experience, ViSEK will serve as a procurement platform for consultancy, technology transfer, and software tools.

Approach

ViSEK will provide knowledge that is both generic and specific to application domains. At first, the two domains critical systems and e-business are addressed. Critical systems address mission critical, safety critical, or business critical systems, all with special requirements on the software embedded in or controlling the system. Examples for domains with such systems are automotive and avionics, but also banking or insurance. ViSEK’s e-business focus addresses all net-enabled software developments that support the reuse of architecture and components of product lines, e.g., common functionality in different models of mobile phones. Both topics will be represented by several dozen knowledge bricks in the ViSEK database and interlinked with other methodologies or tools provided by the other partners.

For the integration of existing knowledge, the seven ViSEK partners created a software engineering map (SE-map) that covers all domains, processes, methods, and techniques represented by ViSEK. The SE-map will also be used on the portal to ease navigation.

Whereas in the first year of the project, the existing know-how was structured and content was prepared, in the subsequent years, active community building will be addressed through events and workshops. Empirical studies will be performed to add experience on the success criteria of applying state-of-the-art software engineering in industry.

Besides project coordination, the role of Fraunhofer IESE within ViSEK is mainly to document methodologies and experience for state-of-the-art software development. The methods that are addressed first are inspections and Product Line Engineering, two main competence areas of IESE. Software Inspections offer an easy to apply, flexible, and highly effective way to improve the quality of designs, documents, or code in the development process. Product Line Engineering is a software engineering principle that addresses the reuse of architecture and components of product lines, e.g., common functionality in different models of mobile phones. Both topics will be represented by several dozen knowledge bricks in the ViSEK database and interlinked with other methodologies or tools provided by the other partners.
The portal will be open to the general public and a lot of its services and content will be available for free. ViSEK’s business model, however, aims at self-financing without major public help from 2004 onwards. Hence, certain content will be restricted to paying members or fees may be collected for services that were arranged through ViSEK.

Results

After the first months of the project, the structure of the repository schema has been defined and initial content is ready to fit the structure. A first version of the ViSEK portal is online at www.visek.de, offering services and collaboration possibilities for industry that range from consulting to workshops to internships at a ViSEK partner.

Several thousand people have visited the ViSEK website in the first months after opening and more than 100 have registered for a beta test phase of the knowledge database. Initial contacts to international projects that have matching goals have been established (CeBASE, www.cebase.org in the USA and ESERNET, www.esernet.org in Europe). In the future, closer collaboration is planned.

The project is well on track to becoming the prime address for German industry for finding solutions to their problems in software development. The fast and simple access over the Internet enables small and medium-sized companies, in particular, to benefit from up-to-date software methodology and to easily contact experts.
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- Fraunhofer-Institut für Experimentelles Software Engineering IESE, Kaiserslautern
- Fraunhofer-Institut für Informations- und Datenverarbeitung IITB, Karlsruhe
- Fraunhofer-Institut für Software und Systemtechnik IKS, Berlin
- Institut für Informatik IV, TU München, München
- Oldenburger Forschungs- und Entwicklungsinstitut für Informatik-Werkzeuge und -Systeme OFFIS, Oldenburg
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Software Project Management

Estimating Software Costs for BMW Projects

The responsibility of the BMW Software Development and Production Environment Division is to support all BMW software projects on a conceptual and strategic level. One of the main goals is to optimize the development process for application software. This includes the provision of methods and tools for software project management and controlling.

One important challenge for the BMW application software development is the estimation of cost for software projects. This is essential in order to properly estimate their internally developed projects as well as assessing incoming bids. However, the estimation of cost for software projects is one of the most important and most difficult management tasks. A number of problems are commonplace and may explain the situation. These problems are related to a lack of necessary input data from past projects and a lack of knowledge about which data to collect that has the most impact on the cost.

Another challenge and vision for BMW is to support the reuse of software engineering know-how across different software projects. One example for such know-how is cost-related data collected during projects and the lessons learned when applying different cost estimation procedures.

In collaboration with Fraunhofer IESE, a concept for the establishment of an appropriate cost estimation procedure at BMW was introduced. In addition, an iterative and incremental approach to establishing the reuse of software engineering know-how was proposed.

Approach

The size of the software system is one of the most important cost factors and thus is considered in the first component of COBRA™. Within the BMW project, a sizing procedure was defined following standard size measures, such as function points. This procedure also utilizes the information from the BMW development standard.

The results obtained regarding the cost drivers can not be applied to all the heterogeneous systems within BMW as a whole. Rather, they should be applied to similar, comparable projects only. Therefore, project characteristics that distinguish different types of projects were determined in collaboration with the BMW project managers. These project attributes determine the scope of a COBRA™ application.

All the above mentioned parts were integrated in a COBRA™ model that is valid for a specific type of BMW projects. Since a lot of uncertainty exists at an early stage in a project, COBRA™ incorporates the possibility for quantitative risk management using Monte-Carlo simulations. This allows for the assessment of the probability of overrunning a certain budget for a project. The relevant data collection instruments were defined and usage scenarios were described.

Addressing BMW’s second objective, a concept for reusing software engineering know-how was proposed. Based on a baseline, an incremental iterative approach was suggested that included three steps. In each step, the technical and organizational level was taken into account. The first step describes initial means to establish the technical infrastructure and enable corresponding processes on the organizational level. The second step evaluates the feasibility of establishing knowledge management at BMW. The third step incorporates a description of how to run and maintain an experience factory.
Results

The main results of this project are documented and consist of:

- A repeatable ranking procedure of cost factors regarding their importance. This enables BMW to perform a ranking of potential cost factors in any other project environment.
- An interview-based process to determine the relative impact of cost factors. This documentation is essential in order to apply the COBRA™ principles to other project environments.
- A proposal for a sizing procedure for BMW projects. This procedure serves as a starting point to consistently collect sizing information on upcoming projects. Size estimation is one important component in order to apply COBRA™. Besides this, the application of any other cost estimation procedure also requires reliable size measurement.
- A definition of important data to collect for accurate cost estimation of BMW software projects and the corresponding data collection procedures. This enables BMW to collect important cost-related data.
- A description of how to use the data for estimation and bid assessment. These scenarios are important for project managers who want to apply COBRA™ in order to assess and estimate a new upcoming software project.
- A description of how to build a COBRA™ model. This information is essential for project managers who want to establish COBRA™-based cost estimation for different project environments.
- A description of a concept to reuse software engineering know-how. This might serve as a starting point to efficiently pilot the COBRA™ method in a specific project environment and to deploy it across different divisions.
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Cost-Benefit Analysis of IT Software Investments

Decisions on directing IT investments and costs towards a beneficial output in the software development process have become more and more important to companies during the past few years. Especially in decisions on investments to support a software development process with tools for the production of software, organizations have a major interest in whether such an investment will pay off in the future. Such IT investment decisions may range from patterns like "do or don’t for a new feature within a tool", "do or don’t for a new tool", "make or buy a tool", to performing maintenance actions in one of the previously listed cases. This pay-off should best be measured in terms of cost or effort savings along the software production process, in terms of improved software product quality, simultaneously resulting in lower rework cost and higher customer satisfaction, and in terms of a decrease of time-to-market.

Robert Bosch GmbH and Fraunhofer IESE have set up a project to develop, probe, and document a method for quantifying and analyzing the costs and benefits of possible IT investments to make such decisions in a systematic, data-based, transparent, traceable, and repeatable way.

Approach

The project is performed jointly by the Business Area Gasoline Systems (GS) of Robert Bosch GmbH and the IESE competence area Quality and Process Engineering (QPE). The goal of the project is to customize and transfer a method that is scalable with respect to the size of the potential IT investment, that is easy to apply by personnel, and that allows for learning and improvement of the method. Moreover, the method supports users in building decision models, feeding them with the right data, and making a transparent, traceable IT investment decision.

Fraunhofer IESE has developed a customized method for performing such cost/benefit quantification and analyses before the actual IT investment takes place. After a characterization of the IT investment scenario, the cost and benefit quantification can be based on various types of data such as subjective measurement data, expert opinion-based data, historical data of comparable IT investment decisions, or crisp data. Uncertainty implied in non-crisp data-based situations can be integrated with cost/benefit models and thus be controlled, aiming at keeping the quantification, analysis, and eventual IT investment decision as realistic as possible. Currently, the basic method has been defined and is being applied in a "do or don’t feature in tool", a "do or don’t tool", and a "make or buy tool" pilot scenario. The initial cost and benefit factors that influence a decision have been identified. In 2002, the decision models for all three scenarios will be developed and quantification of the cost and benefit factors will be performed. After finalizing the quantification phase, IT investment decisions for the three scenarios will be made. In case of a positive decision, the IT investments will be performed, i.e., the projects resulting from the three scenarios will be conducted. For those projects that are conducted, re-quantification of the cost benefit factors will be performed after each project’s touchdown. This will end up in verification of the IT investment decisions that were made.

As a result of learning from the three pilot scenarios, changes and improvements will be integrated in the method. The method and the flow of activities will be documented in a method handbook. The handbook will include activity descriptions, techniques, roles, templates, and checklists to perform the method and make it repeatable for Bosch personnel.

The fundamental design of the method is depicted on the opposite page. The method consists of two layers: the decision and the quantification layer. In each layer the various phases of the method are depicted. In the decision layer, phases for preparing, making, and verifying an IT investment decision can be found, whereas the quantification layer provides phases for preparing and executing the quantification of cost and benefit factors associated with the IT investment decision to be made.
Results

The result of the joint project of Bosch GS and Fraunhofer IESE will be an applicable and validated method tailored to the customer’s needs in daily work. The method

- provides scalability from “half or one day small group desk work” up to “group-based identification and quantification as well as decision model building” depending on the size of the IT investment under analysis,
- can be changed, adapted, and improved by experience from past projects to better reflect possible changes in organizational culture, needs, and goals,
- makes IT investment decisions of Bosch GS transparent and traceable to the internal customers,
- integrates different kinds of data sources such as subjective measurement, expert opinion-based data, historical data of comparable IT investment decisions, or available crisp data, and
- makes IT investment decisions of Bosch GS systematic, repeatable, and comparable.
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Layers and phases of the quantification method
Enhancing Experience Management and Process Learning with Moderated Discourses

To remain competitive in service-oriented and knowledge-intensive businesses, rapid innovation cycles and organizational learning are necessary. Process models of organizations constitute a major knowledge asset to this type of learning. However, in order to be applicable, these process models must be continuously evaluated and improved as well as being enriched with further knowledge.

The project indiGo (Integrative Software Engineering using Discourse Supporting Groupware), funded by the BMBF (German Ministry of Education and Research) is a joint effort of Fraunhofer IESE and Fraunhofer-Institut für Autonome Intelligente Systeme (AIS) that strives to support this evaluation and enhancement of process models through the following services:

- The members of an organization may engage in discourses concerning process models before their introduction and during their implementation, thus supporting the change and adherence to the new processes.
- The members may annotate process models with personal notes, thus supporting their execution of the process.
- They are offered process-related lessons learned, which match current project contexts and are one-click-integrated into the process model.
- At the organizational level, discourses are analyzed and summarized to improve process models and create new lessons learned, thus lowering the cost of continuous process improvement and extraction of relevant experience.

Approach

An initial challenge for indiGo was the fact that members of organizations often resist accepting software engineering methods. Therefore, indiGo’s objectives were:

- to integrate as many organizational members as possible before and during the discourse
- to analyze and qualify discourse contributions and extract lessons learned for storage in an experience base.

indiGo sought to reach these objectives by developing a comprehensive set of methods integrated within a software infrastructure. These methods constitute an operative approach combining e-moderation, elicitation of experiences, and improvement of process models, i.e., process learning. The software infrastructure includes Zeno (a groupware for discourses), INTERESTS (an experience management environment), SPEARMINT/EPG as a tool for process modeling and publishing, and tools for text mining in discourses.

To enrich the process models with further knowledge, the method set of indiGo allows for the attachment of personal notes to the process model elements and for their discussion in various groups. Furthermore, it encourages the organization of communities covering topics related to the implementation of processes. It presents efficient instruments for e-moderators to monitor, analyze, summarize, and control the discourse. Finally, indiGo will provide text-mining tools to analyze and qualify these discourse contributions, so that lessons learned can be extracted for storage in an experience base. With case-based reasoning, lessons learned can be presented...
matching current project contexts and processes. Not only does indiGo offer comprehensive methods for the cooperation between e-moderators, process authors, process owners, and publishers, it also enhances current experience management by providing a solution for integrating discussion results into an experience base. This experience base functions as a repository for the reuse of experience. Therefore, the indiGo methods and tools support the acceleration of innovation cycles. In this project specifically, this is facilitated through the following enhancements: more persons can participate, more information on processes is recorded in the form of discourses, and the recorded information is better analyzed and exploited through text mining and case-based reasoning.

Both, the methods and the infrastructure of indiGo have been evaluated in a practical case study.

Results

indiGo is an ongoing project that began in May 2001 and is expected to be completed by the end of 2003. So far, the following results have been achieved:

• design and evaluation of the user interface
• requirement analysis and architectural design of the entire system
• development of a method for e-moderation.
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Securing an Internet Lottery for Süddeutsche Klassenlotterie

“The generation of random numbers is too important to be left to chance.”
– Robert R. Coveyou

Online lottery draws on the Internet are gaining in popularity. Süddeutsche Klassenlotterie (SKL) offers EUROJOKER, a lottery whose draws are published hourly on the Internet. Drawing a new winning number every hour, seven days a week, challenges conventional lottery procedures. The provision of sufficient operators and supervisors for such frequent manual draws with a mechanical lottery device would be inefficient and expensive. Therefore, SKL decided to employ a software-based drawing device.

However, software lacks the (literal) transparency that is an important characteristic of traditional lottery devices. In fact, a software simulation of a mechanical lottery device is far from trivial. Or, as John von Neumann, the famous mathematician and computer pioneer, put it: “Anyone who considers arithmetical methods of producing random digits is, of course, in a state of sin.” Considerable thought and reflection is needed to gain trust in such drawing software. Proving the system’s correctness, fairness, and resistance to manipulation attempts requires a combination of skills that is beyond the capabilities of SKL and its software suppliers. Consequently, SKL sought independent expertise. In this situation, Fraunhofer IESE with its diverse spectrum of competencies in software engineering, IT security, and mathematics was ideally suited to act as an expert consultant.

Approach

The correctness of a software-based lottery device depends on a number of critical factors, including:

- Statistical evenness: every winning number has equal chances of being drawn.
- Unpredictability: even with perfect knowledge of the software and past lottery draws, it must be impossible to predict the next winning number.
- Impartiality: neither SKL nor anyone else must affect the outcome of a draw.
- Tamper-resistance: the system must withstand attacks.

The first two items ensure that the draws are fair in the sense that they appear to be truly random – regardless of any “insider knowledge” a lottery player may have. This is mainly a mathematical property, but correct programming is a prerequisite to preserve random behavior. The latter two items belong to the realm of IT security. The drawing device should function properly even in a hostile environment.

To ensure all these properties, Fraunhofer IESE scrutinized the drawing algorithm and its underlying random number generator, including available design documentation. In addition to formal analysis, the statistical properties of winning numbers were empirically validated by examining large data samples with several test suites especially designed for random number testing.

Producing correct winning numbers is only part of the problem. It is equally important that every draw is properly documented in a log file and transmitted to the Internet without modification. Therefore, the post-processing of random numbers (formatting, recording, printing, transmitting) was studied intensively to exclude coding errors or even malicious trapdoors in the lottery software.

The platform on which the software is executed - an Intel PC running under Linux, including a firewall protecting its network interfaces – also received careful analysis. Even correct software may produce incorrect results if the runtime environment is misconfigured or subject to manipulation. To this end, the lottery device was examined with NIXE™, a security checker developed by Fraunhofer IESE. Automated testing was complemented by manual inspection of critical aspects of the system configuration.
Sustained levels of security require continuous effort and care. Unsafe procedures may often compromise a secure system. Accordingly, an evaluation of organizational aspects was part of the overall assessment.

To provide meaningful evidence, a final challenge was to prove that the production system and the system under study were identical. Note that due to time and budget constraints, most of the analysis had been carried out off-line. To ensure the authenticity of the drawing system, a snapshot of the final system configuration (including operating system) was recorded. Next, the equivalence of this recording and the reference system under scrutiny was established and the recording was digitally signed. Finally, a so-called fingerprint of the digital signature was copied into the assessment report to firmly link the evaluation results to the running configuration.

Results

Our assessment exposed a number of improvement potentials. Several (from a security perspective non-critical) coding errors were discovered that had failed to be noted by the software provider’s quality assurance. As an additional line of defense against intrusions into the drawing software, Fraunhofer ISE recommended adding parameter checking to some critical software modules.

Fraunhofer ISE proposed some security measures to improve the “hardening” of the runtime environment. For example, access permissions were assigned more restrictively. System services not needed for the lottery software were shut down and their communication ports closed. The firewall’s filtering rules were simplified but tightened.

Furthermore, our risk analysis identified exceptional conditions of the lottery device that were not covered by SKL’s security policy, but should have been considered explicitly.

In summary, most of the recommended changes were minor modifications. Their implementation caused negligible costs but led to substantial gains in security. Both SKL and its software provider benefited from the assessment:

- Fraunhofer ISE helped the software developers to eliminate some hidden weaknesses that might have caused problems in future releases of the drawing software.
- The provider received valuable general security advice.
- SKL received independent reassurance that no single aspect of the generation of random numbers was left to chance.
Software Competence Management

CoIN – Experience Management at IESE

Two typical problems are well known in business and research. One is that the main experience of an organization resides in the brains of a few experts, which are rarely accessible because of their involvement in many different tasks. Therefore, this, possibly small, group of experts becomes a scarce resource as information providers. The other problem is the fast growth of the organization itself, meaning that the size does no longer allow talking to all people on a weekly basis. Thus, experience sharing on a personal basis does not work anymore.

Hence, it has become increasingly important (a) to provide the less experienced people with default processes and guidelines to jump-start them, (b) to build up their expertise more quickly, and (c) to facilitate experience sharing among all employees. For this purpose, the Corporate Information Network (CoIN) initiative was established at Fraunhofer IESE, which is a learning organization called “Experience Factory”.

Bridging these gaps is the responsibility of the CoIN project. Additionally, CoIN is used as a real project environment for the development and validation of techniques and methods for goal-oriented experience management, including knowledge elicitation, processing, dissemination, presentation, maintenance, and evaluation. It consists of three main parts: the experience base, the CoIN team, and an Intranet representation (CoIN Portal). The objectives of CoIN are to provide users with valuable information/knowledge at the right time, in an adequate representation, and within the actual context (“just-in-time”).

Approach

Within the experience base included in CoIN, all kinds of experience necessary for our daily business are stored in so-called experience packages (e.g., projects, business processes, document templates, guidelines, observations, improvement suggestions, problems that occurred and problem fixes that were applied). Defined processes (e.g., structured interviews in project touch-down meetings) populate this experience base systematically with experience typically needed by our project teams. Dedicated improvement processes analyze problems that have occurred, devise improvement actions to avoid their recurrence, and implement strategic decisions by the institute’s leadership. However, elicitation, distribution, and integration of process descriptions and lessons learned need an investment of effort.

All these experience packages are highly interrelated. For example, projects produce deliverables in the form of slide presentations and reports. Slide presentations may be summaries of reports. Observations and problems are gained during a project while a particular business process was performed, that is, we have to deal with context-sensitive experience. Such kind of experience is unique in the sense that exactly the same context will not recur. Therefore, people will be searching for experience that has been gained in similar contexts. Both, the requirement for supporting different kinds of interrelated experience packages and the need for context-sensitive, similarity-based retrieval, demand a specialized technical infrastructure for the experience base.

These are common requirements for an experience base. Our solution to meeting these requirements is INTERESTS (Intelligent Retrieval and Storage System). It consists of tools for rapid application development of experience base systems, for accessing and presenting the experience base contents using a standard experience base browser, an experience base server synchronizing (and logging) access to the experience base, and a database that stores all information. Due to easy adaptation to company specific requirements and existing infrastructure, supplier independence is achieved. INTERESTS is extendable by different tools for text mining, data mining, and retrieval.

Each experience package is implemented as a “case” based on a structural CBR approach. This includes a domain ontology for modeling the different types of case concepts, formal and informal case attributes together with the respective similarity measures, as well as relations between cases.

The next step will be to enable personalization for experience base users through improved (adaptive) user modeling and integration of Knowledge management and e-learning.
Results

In different projects, both industrial and research-oriented, the benefits of our experience base approach have already been demonstrated. The repository-based approach (“using the experience base”) provides more useful guidelines and observations per time period (in terms of both effort and duration) than the human-based approach (“talking to your colleague”). In addition, the repository-based approach provides useful guidelines and observations not obtained by the human-based approach. The overall conclusion was that at best both approaches are combined.

Until now we have gathered more than two years of operational experience in maintaining CoIN, and we have successfully adapted CoIN to partners/customers.
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via-it – the Virtual IT Academy of Rhineland-Palatinate

A study in 2001 by the BMF (the German Ministry of Education and Research) has revealed a lack of highly qualified IT specialists in Germany. It appears that existing educational systems alone have not been able to respond to current industry needs for highly trained IT personnel. This inadequacy is explained by institutionally ineffective training content on one side and rapidly changing mandatory IT know-how on the other side. Thus, attention should focus on new learning techniques that respond to this rapidly changing IT know-how while being cost- and time-efficient. One of these new learning techniques is online education. While numerous institutions nationwide are offering this already, they are still working individually and independently. Therefore, consistent course curricula do not exist, the educational market is not transparent, and high quality of training can not be guaranteed. To remedy this situation, the state of Rhineland-Palatinate has started an initiative to establish a virtual center of continuing education in the IT sector.

Fraunhofer IESE responded to this initiative by founding via-it – the Virtual IT Academy – to establish a virtual center of continuing education in the IT sector. The backbone of this virtual center is an Internet portal that pools existing continuing educational programs in the IT sector. The first project of its kind nationwide, via-it is financed by the state of Rhineland-Palatinate and offers all forms of modern and traditional learning methods – offline as well as online. In addition, via-it offers a wide variety of services, such as an easily accessible online course catalog, job market, and news and information about the IT training and job market. via-it addresses individual learners, companies that are interested in IT training, and institutions that offer IT training and education.

In establishing a virtual center of continuing education, quality assurance is one of the main concerns. Therefore, institutions that offer courses and training programs through via-it must meet high quality standards on a continuing basis. This guarantees high quality curricula and professional training to students and, at the same time, makes the IT training market transparent to all participants.

Approach

The starting point for via-it was a survey that had been requested by the Ministry for Commerce, Transportation, Agriculture, and Viniculture in Rhineland-Palatinate. That survey revealed that IT specialists, particularly in the areas of software development, database development, and web design, are in high demand and short supply. It also showed that companies and offices desire professional training programs to obtain highly qualified personnel. To satisfy these needs and desires, via-it pursues the following objectives:

- Design of market-oriented and career-focused curricula
- Design of quality assurance techniques for training methods
- Development of guidelines for web-based learning
- Coordination and certification of courses and curricula
- Establishment of an Internet portal

The Internet portal is the backbone of via-it. This portal represents the “campus”, where education, information, and communication take place. The participants choose freely when and where they want to study, communicate and/or receive information. via-it chose time4you GmbH communication & learning as its partner for the implementation of the Internet portal. time4you is one of the leading companies in Germany providing e-learning and e-collaboration solutions. As a service provider and software producer, it offers tailor-made e-learning solutions to national as well as international partners.

Virtual learning requires a different didactic approach than traditional learning does. Since this form of learning is relatively new, appropriate guidelines for web-based learning do not yet exist. To meet its high quality standards, via-it takes advantage of the expertise in distance education of the ZFUW (Zentrum für Fernstudien und Universitäre Weiterbildung) of the University of Kaiserslautern. The ZFUW has worked in the area of distance education for many years. As a partner institution of the Fernuniversität Hagen, it works as a regional study center. In
addition, the ZFUW has designed and conducted its own distance learning and e-learning programs.

The challenge for via-it in designing market-oriented and career-focused curricula lay in two aspects: to evaluate the personnel needs of the IT market, and to develop curricula that supply the learners with all necessary skills to respond to the market’s demands. The survey of the Rhineland-Palatinate ministry provided the necessary data to evaluate the needs of the IT market. Based upon this data, via-it has designed a variety of course curricula that blend technical skills with soft skills and combine courses using both traditional and modern learning concepts. All courses offered through the virtual academy must meet high quality standards on a continuing basis. Only courses that meet these standards will be accepted into via-it’s course catalog and, consequently, into the curricula. As a result, via-it provides a consistently high level of quality which is guaranteed by certification of all courses and curricula. In order to be able to apply high quality standards, quality assurance techniques have to be designed. Fraunhofer IESE contributed its knowledge in the area of quality assurance to design these techniques.

Results

The Virtual IT Academy of Rhineland-Palatinate is an ongoing project, which started in the fall of 2000. The Internet portal with the projected services will be available in its pilot phase starting in mid-2002. In 2001, via-it • evaluated the personnel needs of the IT market in the state of Rhineland-Palatinate, • designed guidelines for web-based learning, • designed nine curricula based upon the personnel needs of the IT market, and • designed quality assurance techniques for web-based training methods.

The objectives for 2002 are • to set up the Internet portal, • to launch the virtual academy in its pilot phase.

In order to launch the virtual academy, the contribution of the partner SWA Software Akademie AG is needed. The SWA is responsible for establishing contacts to institutions that offer courses and training programs as well as to individual learners and companies interested in IT training, specifically to small and medium-size enterprises (SMEs). Furthermore, SWA will be responsible for the technical support of the Internet portal.
Designing an E-Commerce Strategy for i&M

According to a recent market survey conducted by the Deutsche Post AG for Germany, media (e.g., books, CDs, videos) and IT products (e.g., software and PC equipment) rank highest among the products sold over the Internet. However, lately more and more companies of the brick-and-mortar industry, in particular, suppliers or retailers of construction materials, have also started to enter the e-commerce arena, both for B2C and B2B sales. Motivated by these developments, Interpares Mobau GmbH & Co. KG ("i&M" for short), one of the leading German retail associations for construction materials, entered into a cooperation with Fraunhofer IESE. The objective of the cooperation was to determine a strategy that could guide i&M’s future activities in the area of B2C as well as B2B e-commerce.

i&M comprises approximately 270 retailers, located all over Germany. The individual retailers are supported by i&M in a number of ways, including the purchase of products from manufacturers and other suppliers, the supply of products to the retail outlets, IT services, and marketing activities. Each associated retailer decides independently to which extent he wants to make use of such services. The association also operates a central web site, which primarily informs about the i&M retail locations, competencies, products, and services. For a small subset of products - gardening tools and equipment as well as tiles - the web site already includes shop functionality.

i&M chose Fraunhofer IESE as partner for this strategic project because of IESE’s competence in the areas of process engineering, e-business models, channel and online marketing, as well as security issues for internal and external networks.

Approach and Results

The project was carried out in several phases. First, a base-lining of the business model of i&M as well as of current market trends within the construction materials industry was conducted. Based on this analysis, a model for an i&M e-commerce solution was proposed. For implementation of the proposed solution, a roadmap was designed and evaluated by means of a SWOT analysis.

During the base-lining of the i&M business model, the following aspects were analyzed: target customers and markets, marketing and sales channels, range of products and services, suppliers and supply chain, fulfillment issues, pricing policy, and IT infrastructure. For the analysis, data were collected from various sources: in on-site structured interviews with selected i&M associates, the situation from the point of view of the individual retailers was examined; through participation in various i&M working groups, currently valid constraints given by the existing IT infrastructure and resulting from current market developments were surveyed. In addition, a competitor analysis was conducted, focusing on competitors’ e-commerce activities.
The e-commerce solution that was designed pursued a multi-channel strategy, but at the same time aimed at:

- avoiding channel conflicts,
- synchronizing all marketing and sales channels,
- maintaining retailer autonomy with regard to pricing, range of products, and customer data, and
- maximizing synergies with regard to technical development and maintenance of the solution.

For this solution, a marketing strategy was outlined, including aspects of traffic generation, click-to-sales conversion, customer relationship management, and marketing controlling. The solution was evaluated from the perspective of the association as a whole as well as from the point of view of the individual associates.

In the final step of the study, a road map was designed, which aimed at harmonizing the current IT and e-business efforts of i&M with the development activities required for implementing the proposed model. The roadmap was subjected to a SWOT analysis. In a survey among members of the i&M association, the associates’ position concerning the proposed model and road map was determined.

Both the proposed e-business model and the road map for its implementation were designed in close cooperation with the IT and e-commerce working groups of i&M. This ensured that the proposed strategy reflected the interests of all involved parties including the retailers as well as central service functions, such as the IT unit.

Partner
Interpares-Mobau GmbH & Co. KG
76185 Karlsruhe
www.i-m.de

Contact
Dipl.-Inform. Petra Steffens
Phone +49 (0) 6301 707 160
Fax +49 (0) 6301 707 200
E-Mail steffens@iese.fhg.de
Fraunhofer Center for Experimental Software Engineering, Maryland
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Profile of Fraunhofer Center Maryland

Background

In 1994, Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft e.V. (FhG) established Fraunhofer USA (FUSA), headquartered in Plymouth, Michigan, as the mechanism for fostering collaborative activities with research institutions and industries in the United States. Since then, six separate centers have been set up in the United States, each center affiliated with both a local American university and one of the FhG Institutes in Germany.

The Fraunhofer Center for Experimental Software Engineering, Maryland (FC-MD) is the only FUSA center to specialize in software and related engineering fields, with a focus on the use of experimental approaches to introduce innovative techniques into industry. FC-MD is an applied research and technology transfer organization, and is affiliated with the University of Maryland and the Fraunhofer Institute for Experimental Software Engineering (IESE) in Kaiserslautern, Germany. Its primary focus is to improve the quality of software related products and services by working directly with organizations, learning about their particular business needs, and tailoring improvement to those needs.

Business Fields, Targets, Benefits

Software development is an activity not often well understood, especially with respect to the role that software plays in a company’s business strategy. Too often, software is late to deliver, over budget, and unreliable. Competitive companies are continually looking for ways to better control, manage, predict, and evaluate their software efforts. Standard solutions, such as ISO 9000 certification or a Software Capability Evaluation, are often proposed to solve these problems without an accompanying understanding of their effect on the business product. Companies need to adapt effective processes to their own environment and the FC-MD will use its expertise to help organizations customize solutions. FC-MD believes that its unique expertise and experience-based program combine to make it a market leader in the delivery of customized process solutions to companies.

FC-MD emphasizes software engineering, software development practices, and software processes using application development, feedback, and learning as the basis for improving software development technologies for its client organizations. By using this proven approach, the FC-MD enables its clients to become more competitive in critical information technology fields. Global, national, and regional organizations can benefit from FC-MD services.

Competencies and Offerings

FC-MD supports organizations committed to research and development in the discipline of software engineering and its enabling technology. It facilitates collaborative activities between private-sector companies, government agencies, and academic institutions, in order to develop innovative, actionable approaches. The core competencies of FC-MD lie in the areas of technology transfer and process and product improvement.

As technology transfer agents, FC-MD facilitates transferring a specific process technology into a project using the following support activities:

- Provide an initial evaluation of client software environment and organization using questionnaires to qualitatively and quantitatively describe the project’s products and processes.
- Recommend a specific process technology to transfer into practice based on the business goals and problem areas identified. Integrate the new technology into the project’s existing processes and provide technology training.
- Collect study data (objective measures and subjective impressions) from the project and analyze the impact of the new technology on both the product and the process. Tailor the resultant process based on feedback received and continue to evolve the technology for the organization from project to project.

Process and product improvement focuses on establishing Experience Factories in organizations and across an entire company. Support activities include the following measures:

- Characterize and evaluate client engineering environment by conducting a detailed software product and process survey. Evaluate the organization’s business goals, structural elements, and infrastructure systems with respect to the Experience Factory model. Recommend new development technologies and any organizational changes needed to facilitate the changes. Use and leverage existing processes by tailoring the new technologies to operate within the existing environment.
- Using the measures from multiple project applications of the new technology, build and/or refine the organization’s models for errors, cost estimation, and schedule. Recommend further management measures and analysis techniques to assure the continuing success of the process changes.
- Support building local and company-wide experience bases to allow the organization to expand their learning organization concepts to other projects and divisions.
Projects in Progress

Development of an Experience Management System

Knowledge intensive organizations are highly dependent on their employees. Organizations for software development and applied research are prominent examples as their products are intangible and seldom documented, so most of the knowledge resides in employees’ brains. The damage to the organization can be severe when employees leave and take the undocumented knowledge with them.

To prevent such damage and to enable organizational learning, an Experience Management System (EMS) is under development that will capture, structure, and share knowledge within an organization.

EMS is based on FC-MD’s Executive Director Victor Basili’s concepts of the Experience Factory and our experience with solving knowledge management problems. The Experience Factory recognizes that all organizations need to learn from their past successes and failures, and from one another. A vital point in enabling such organizational learning is to make knowledge available and accessible to all employees.

The first phase of the project was devoted to requirements analysis based on the evaluation of an already existing prototype of EMS and analysis of current commercial systems. One main requirement is for EMS to support distributed and fast-paced knowledge intensive software organizations. It is therefore based on advanced Internet and client-server database technologies as well as state-of-the-art graphical user interfaces. During the second phase of the project, the EMS was implemented in Java and populated with experience packages important to the FC-MD’s business activities. Examples of experience packages are project, proposal, and document packages. The EMS will be field-tested and used by FC-MD employees and further fine-tuned to serve its users well.

Doing this has several benefits:

• To learn about the system from a customer’s perspective
• To package the knowledge and processes about FC-MD for use by our customers
• To define the process of implementing an Experience Factory and associated technology in a research organization, for use in other projects.

After field testing and updating the system locally, EMS will be available to industry to help take it to the next levels of functionality and usability.

Contact
Dr. Mikael Lindvall
Phone 1-301-403-8972
Fax 1-301-403-8976
E-Mail mlindvall@fraunhofer.org

Software Process Improvement Implementation Support

FC-MD assists private industry companies in achieving their software process improvement goals through baseline assessments, action planning assistance, and periodic consulting support. Staff expertise in lessons learned for process improvement in small organizations and non-traditional software environments plays a significant role in the delivery of these projects. Organizations served include: IIT Research Institute and Systems Integration and Development.

Partners
- IIT Research Institute, Lanham, Maryland
- Systems Integration and Development (SID), Rockville, Maryland

Contact
Kathleen Dangle
Phone 1-301-403-8973
Fax 1-301-403-8976
E-Mail kdangle@fraunhofer.org
Reading/Inspection Technologies

Software inspections have been shown to be a practical method of ensuring that software artifacts, created during the software lifecycle, possess the required quality characteristics. For instance, inspections have been used to improve design and code quality by increasing defect removal during development. In this way, inspections help reduce defects in a software system by ensuring that the software artifacts that are necessary for its construction correctly reflect the needs of stakeholders.

FC-MD has continued its work on the research and application of "software reading techniques," which increase the effectiveness of software inspections by providing guidelines that inspectors can use to examine (or "read") a given software artifact and identify defects. There is empirical evidence that software reading is a promising technique for increasing software quality for different situations and document types, not just limited to source code. Software reading can be performed on all documents associated with the software process, and is an especially useful method for detecting defects, since it can be applied as soon as the documents are written. FC-MD is engaged in a number of collaborations with the software process, and is an especially useful method for detecting defects, since it can be applied as soon as the documents are written. FC-MD is engaged in a number of collaborations for the purpose of refining reading techniques for different stages of the lifecycle.

Perspective-Based Reading (PBR) is a set of reading techniques for inspecting software requirements. PBR has been the subject of replicated experiments in universities around the world and has been introduced in industrial case studies. FC-MD collaborated with IESE to develop a tutorial for introducing PBR to a wider industrial audience, which was delivered at the ICSE 2001 conference and the NASA IV&V facility.

A related area that is of increasing interest to industrial organizations is that of inspecting Object-Oriented artifacts. Inspections of OO artifacts present unique challenges because of the possibility for multiple and subtle relationships between objects in the system. FC-MD is collaborating with researchers at the University of Maryland, College Park, and the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro to refine and evaluate a set of reading techniques for OO design inspections. The aim of the techniques is to ensure that the problem domain has been correctly understood before the system is constructed, and to catch fundamental design problems before they have the chance to affect implementation.

Partners
- Federal University of Rio de Janeiro - COPPE/Computer Science and System Engineering Department, Brazil
- NASA Independent Verification and Validation Center, West Virginia
- University of Maryland, Maryland

Contact
Dr. Forrest Shull
Phone 1-301-403-8970
Fax 1-301-403-8976
E-Mail fshull@fraunhofer.org 

Stake-of-the-Art Software Inspections

The Fraunhofer Center - Maryland is working with NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) to improve their processes for inspecting software work products to find defects. Software defects have had negative effects on NASA missions, ranging from the expense of corrective actions to the loss of the mission. The inspection or reading of software products such as requirements, design, or code is a proven verification and validation technique for ensuring that the finished system is of higher quality and reliability. However, these inspection techniques must be continuously assessed and improved.
Over the next two years, FC-MD will be working with a few Department of Defence (DoD) software organizations to implement Experience Factories at their sites. In concert with USC’s Center for Software Engineering, FC-MD is developing a tailorable version of the Experience Factory (EF) guidelines, incorporating complementary processes and tools. The methods being integrated include goal-question-metric definition; data collection, analysis, and interpretation guidelines; and experience feedback processes.

This project began in May 2001 with the identification of three candidate technology-consumer organizations within the Department of Defense (DoD). The initial pilot project, selected in October, is an MIS system at the Software Engineering Center in Fort Belvoir, VA. Initial EF activities are underway, gathering a sufficient amount of information to characterize the project’s products and processes.

**DoD Software Intensive Systems (SIS)**

Over the next two years, FC-MD will be working with a few Department of Defence (DoD) software organizations to implement Experience Factories at their sites. In concert with USC’s Center for Software Engineering, FC-MD is developing a tailorable version of the Experience Factory (EF) guidelines, incorporating complementary processes and tools. The methods being integrated include goal-question-metric definition; data collection, analysis, and interpretation guidelines; and experience feedback processes.

This project began in May 2001 with the identification of three candidate technology-consumer organizations within the Department of Defense (DoD). The initial pilot project, selected in October, is an MIS system at the Software Engineering Center in Fort Belvoir, VA. Initial EF activities are underway, gathering a sufficient amount of information to characterize the project’s products and processes.

**Partner**
DoD Software Intensive Systems Office, Virginia

**Contact**
Rose Pajerski
Phone 1-301-403-8967
Fax 1-301-403-8976
E-Mail rpajerski@fraunhofer.org

**The Fraunhofer Center - Maryland is working with GSFC to pilot an integrated, full life cycle approach to readings and inspections, and to assess whether new reading techniques that have been validated under laboratory conditions can be applied effectively within NASA. A unique outcome for this research will be the integration of a well-proven process for inspections across the software engineering life cycle and advanced reading techniques that detect more faults and are more cost effective.**

FC-MD is working, first, to interview developers and extract lessons learned from projects in the NASA environment. FC-MD personnel interview developers who have completed projects using inspections, collecting qualitative data from their experiences to produce a lessons learned report. The next phase of the work will involve studies of reading techniques (specific techniques for performing effective inspections) in the NASA environment. Controlled experiments will be carried out to measure the impact of reading techniques when applied to NASA products by experienced developers.

The final result will be to update the GSFC approach to inspections based on the lessons learned from this work.

**Partner**
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland

**Contact**
Dr. Forrest Shull
Phone 1-301-403-8970
Fax 1-301-403-8976
E-Mail fshull@fraunhofer.org

**NASA High Dependability Computing Project**

The goal of the recently launched High Dependability Computing Project (HDCP) is to investigate the use of experimental methods to evaluate new design and development approaches and technologies for improving NASA’s capability to create highly dependable software.

Begun in November 2001, the incremental, five-year, cooperative agreement is part of a broad strategy for dependable computing that links NASA, corporate partners and universities and research centers such as Carnegie Mellon, University of Maryland, Fraunhofer Center Maryland, University of Southern California, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, University of Washington and University of Wisconsin. Initial planning activities are underway to determine the specific activities of each group.

**Contact**
Ioana Rus
Phone 1-301-403-8971
Fax 1-301-403-8976
E-Mail irus@fraunhofer.org
Consortia

Center for Empirically Based Software Engineering

One necessary step towards the goal of building more reliable software systems, on time and within budget, is to establish an institutionalized empirical discipline for understanding causal relationships among the processes, components, and technologies that affect the building of systems. As in the physical and natural sciences, experimentation in software engineering requires a community in which proposed experimental designs can be critiqued by multiple researchers, in which experimenters access the resources they need to perform experiments, and in which the results of experiments replicated at different locations can be analyzed for what they say about the “big picture.”

For these reasons the Fraunhofer Center - Maryland cooperates with four universities across the country to form the Center for Empirically Based Software Engineering (CeBASE). Through CeBASE, FC-MD undertakes original empirical research and is developing a prototype system for sharing and evolving the results of such research with a community of affiliated researchers and practitioners. CeBASE develops and refines techniques to increase the descriptive and predictive power of empirical models, and studies specific software development technologies to enable industrial organizations to understand the benefits and drawbacks of those technologies in their specific context. FC M-D also helps to provide courses and symposia on empirical methodologies and results, and assist the use of empirical knowledge in software engineering education.

Partners
- University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland
- University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California
- Mississippi State University, Mississippi
- University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska

Contact
Dr. Forrest Shull
Phone 1-301-403-8970
Fax 1-301-403-8976
E-Mail fshull@fraunhofer.org

Software Experience Center

The goal of the Software Experience Center (SEC) Consortium, a joint project between the Fraunhofer Center - Maryland and Fraunhofer ISEE, is to improve the software competencies and development practices of member companies. To achieve this goal, member companies share past and ongoing experiences in software process improvement and particular development technologies. The Fraunhofer organizations contribute their expertise to help analyze, package, and disseminate the lessons to be learned from these experiences.

The Fraunhofer organizations collaborate to provide a number of services to member companies:

- Twice-yearly workshops are organized to provide a forum for the discussion of software development experience.
- The Fraunhofer organizations produce a series of experience reports that address specific technologies of interest to the Consortium. The reports are gathered and stored in the Fraunhofer-operated SEC Experience Base for use and feedback by all members.

The Consortium is currently composed of five international corporations with significant investments in software development: ABB, Boeing, Daimler-Chrysler, Motorola, and Nokia. One last member is being solicited, since membership is limited to a maximum of six companies.

The latest Consortium workshop was held in April, 2001, in Seattle and sessions ranged from in-depth working groups to presentations of experience reports. Session topics were selected by the member companies and included distributed software development, software requirements engineering, and defect analysis, among others.

Partners
- ABB, Corporate Research Ltd., Baden-Dättwil, Switzerland
- Boeing Company, Seattle, Washington, USA
- DaimlerChrysler AG, Stuttgart, Germany
- Motorola, Inc., Schaumburg, Illinois, USA
- Nokia Corporation, Helsinki, Finland

Contact
Dr. Forrest Shull
Phone 1-301-403-8970
Fax 1-301-403-8976
E-Mail fshull@fraunhofer.org
The Center added three new scientists and two administrative staff members in 2001 and expects to add an additional three more in 2002. We have also hosted a number of visiting scientists, professors, and students this year and expect to continue at this level during subsequent years. The student population stayed the same as in 2000.

The Center generated over 67% of its revenue from new and continuing agreements with external government and industry sources in 2001. Next year, the estimate is that over 70% of our revenue will derive from these sources.
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Staff Professional Activities

Dr. Victor Basili
- Associate Editor, Journal of Systems and Software, Elsevier North Holland, Inc.
- Editor, Software Engineering Advance Book Series, Kluwer Academic Publishers
- Founding Member, ISERN - International Software Engineering Network
- Member, Advisory Committee, Airline Software Council, DoD Best Practices Initiative
- Member, IEEE Software Process Achievement Awards Committee
- Member, Q-Labs Advisory Board, College Park, Maryland
- Member, Advisory Board (Kuratorium) of the Fraunhofer Institute for Experimental Software Engineering, Kaiserslautern, Germany
- Non-resident Visiting Professor, Computer Science Department, University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia.
- Recognition by JSS as the No 2 Software Engineering researcher with respect to publications

Dr. Mikael Lindvall
- Member, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), Computer Society
Dr. Ioana Rus

- Reviewer for Computer Magazine
- Member, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), Computer Society
- Member, Association for Computing Machinery (ACM)

Dr. Forrest Shull

- Program Committee, International Conference on Product-Focused Software Process Improvement (PROFES), Kaiserslautern, Germany, September 2001
- Reviewer for the International Conference on Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering (SEKE), Buenos Aires, Argentina, June 2001
- Reviewer for IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering
- Reviewer for IEEE Software Magazine

Dr. Marvin Zelkowitz

- Series Editor, Advances in Computers, Academic Press, 1994 - present
- Editorial Advisory Board, Journal of Computer Languages, 1980 - present
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1) Names of FC-MD and Fraunhofer ISE members appear in bold.
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"Improving Software Inspections by Using Reading Techniques", Tutorial at the NASA Software Independent Verification and Validation (V&V) Facility, Fairmont, WV, USA September 2001
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European Software Engineering Process Group Conference, Amsterdam, Netherlands, June 11-14, 2001,
Schlumberger Software Métier Managers Meeting, Austin, Texas, USA August 29, 2001

Marciniak, J.; Laren, P.; Menezes, W.:

Zelkowitz, M.:
N.C.A.S. Workshop on Understanding Belief, Winchester VA, USA May 2001,
University of Maryland Senior University, USA October 2001

Zelkowitz, M.:
Panel on "What are the Missing Elements from Software Engineering Research?",
COMPSAC, Chicago, USA October 2001
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Network in Science and Industry
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- Deutsche Investitions- und Entwicklungsgesellschaft mbH
- Deutsche Lufthansa AG
- Deutsche Telekom AG
- Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V.
- Dräger Medical Technology
- Dresdner Bank AG
- empolis knowledge management gmbh
- EM SIG
- Ericsson (Finland, Sweden and USA)
- Ericsson Eurolab Deutschland GmbH
- ESA European Space Agency
- Enoteam S.p.A.
- F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd.
- Fannie Mae
- GCE - Gesellschaft für Computer Engineering mbH
- GEVA - Datentechnik GmbH
- Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG
- HIGHWARE srl
- Honeywell Regelsysteme GmbH
- Horst Klaes GmbH u. Co KG
- ICON Intelligent Control
- Gebäudetechnik GmbH
- InfoGraph GmbH
- INSEAD
- Insiders GmbH
- Interpares-Mobau GmbH & Co. KG
- Irish Medical Systems
- Kommunikations- und Datentechnik GmbH
- Kretz Software GmbH
- LMS Durability Technologies GmbH
- Lucent Technologies Network Systems GmbH
- MAN Roland Druckmaschinen AG
- Mannesmann-VDO
- Markant Südwest Handels GmbH
- MARKET MAKER Software AG
- maekas systemhaus gmbh
- MediaSYS GmbH
- Motorola Inc.
- Nokia Mobile Phones
- Norwegian Health Informatics
- Philips
- PMS Mikado Software Consult GmbH
- Preussen Elektra AG
- proALPHA Software AG
- Psipenta Software Systems GmbH
- Q-Labs GmbH
- QuantIMetrics UK Ltd.
- Robert Bosch GmbH
- Sainco
- SAP
- Schlumberger RPS
- Schneider Automationstechnik GmbH
- sd&m software design & management GmbH & Co. KG
- Seda GmbH
- Siemens AG
- Società Interbancaria per l'Automazione
- Softlab GmbH
- softTECH - Software Technologie GmbH
- STOTA X GmbH & Co. KG
- Südwestdeutsche Kassenlotterie
- SWA Software Akademie AG
- SYSTEM NET
- Tecmath AG
- Telvent
- Tengelmann Warenhandelsgesellschaft
- Tenovis GmbH u. Co KG
- T第三节 GmbH & Co. KG
- Thomson-CSF Elektronik GmbH
- time4you GmbH
- TMobil GmbH
- Tokheim Corporation
- Union Fenosa
- Viva Software Entwicklung GmbH
- VTT Electronics
- Walter AG
- ZF Lenkysteme GmbH

Appendix
National Research Partners

- Center for Learning Systems and Applications (LSA), University of Kaiserslautern, Kaiserslautern
- Department of Programming Languages and Compilers, Institute of Computer Science, University of Stuttgart, Stuttgart
- Fernuniversität Hagen, Hagen
- Forschungszentrum für Informatik (FZI), Karlsruhe
- Fraunhofer-Institut für Angewandte Informationstechnik (FIT), St. Augustin
- Fraunhofer-Institut für Autonome Intelligente Systeme (AIS), St. Augustin
- Fraunhofer-Institut für Graphische Datenverarbeitung (IGD), Darmstadt
- Fraunhofer-Institut für Integrierte Publikations- und Informations- systeme (IPSI), Darmstadt
- Fraunhofer-Institut für Produktions- technik und Automatisierung (IPA), Stuttgart
- Fraunhofer-Institut für Rechnerarchitektur und Softwaretechnik (FIRST), Berlin
- Fraunhofer-Institut für Software- und System-Technik (ISST), Berlin
- Institute for Image Processing and Applied Informatics, Inc., University of Leipzig, Leipzig
- Knowledge Discovery and Machine Learning, Otto-von-Guericke University Magdeburg, Magdeburg
- Special Research Institute Development of Large Systems with Generic Methods (SBF 501), University of Kaiserslautern, Kaiserslautern
- The Research Institute for Validation of AI Systems (VAIS), Technical University Ilmenau, Ilmenau
- University of Essen, Essen
- University of Kaiserslautern, Kaiserslautern
- Zentrum für Fernstudien und Universität Weiterbildung (ZFUW), University of Kaiserslautern, Kaiserslautern

International Research Partners

- Academic Medical Center, University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
- Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning, University of Wyoming, Laramie, WY, USA
- Associação CCG/ZGDV, Centro de Computação Gráfica, Coimbra, Portugal
- BOOTSTRAP Institute, Oulu, Finland
- Carleton University, Ottawa, Canada
- Centre de Recherche Informatique de Montréal (CRM), Montreal, Canada
- Centre for Advanced Empirical Software Research (CAESER), University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia
- Centre for Object Technology Applications and Research, Sydney Uni- versity of Technology, Sydney, Aus- tralia
- Department of Computer Science, University of Utrecht, Utrecht, The Netherlands (cooperation contract)
- Department of Systems and Informatics, University of Florence, Florence, Italy
- European Software Institute (ESI), Bilbao, Spain (formal affiliation agreement)
- Experimental Software Engineering Group of the University of Maryland (UM D/ESG), University of Maryland, College Park, MD, USA (formal affiliation agreement)
- Expert Systems Group, Computer Sciences Corporation, St. Leonards, Australia
- Federal University of Santa Catarina, Florianopolis, Brazil
- Georgia Tech University, Atlanta, GA, USA
- GraP Technologies Inc., Montreal, Canada
- Helsinki University of Technology, Helsinki, Finland
- Independent Verification and Validation Facility, NASA Ames Research Center, Fairmount, WV, USA
- Information and Software Engineer- ing, George Mason University, Fairfax, VA, USA
- INRIA Rennes, Rennes, France
- Institut für Informationsverarbeitung und Computergestützte neue Medien (ICM), Technical University, Graz, Austria
- Institute for Information Technology, National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa, Canada
- Institute for Representation and Reasoning, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, Scotland, UK
- Istituto per la Ricerca Scientifica e Tecnologica (IRST), Trento, Italy (formal affiliation agreement)
- IVF Industrial Research and Development Corporation, Malmö, Sweden
- Joint Research Centre for Advanced Systems Engineering, Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia
- Knowledge Media Institute, Open University, Milton Keynes, UK
- Northern Ireland Knowledge Engi- neering Laboratory, University of Ulster, Newtownabbey, Northern Ireland, UK
- Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim, Norway
- SemanticDesigns, Austin, TX, USA
- Software Engineering Institute (SEI), Carnegie Mellon University, Pitts- burgh, PA, USA (formal affiliation agreement)
- Software Engineering Laboratory (SEL), NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD, USA
- Software Engineering Research Centre (SERC), Utrecht, The Nether- lands
- Software Engineering Technology Inc. (SETI), Knoxville, TN, USA
- Software Productivity Consortium NFP, Herndon, VA, USA
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— International Software Engineering Research Network (ISERN)
  - Carleton University, Canada
  - Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry, Japan
  - DaimlerChrysler Research Center, Germany
  - Ericsson Radio Systems AB, Sweden
  - Fraunhofer Center Maryland, USA
  - Fraunhofer Institute for Experimental Software Engineering, Germany
  - Lucent Technologies - Bell Laboratories, USA
  - Lund University, Sweden
  - Motorola, USA
  - Nara Institute of Science and Technology, Japan
  - Norwegian University of Technology and Science, Norway
  - NTT Data Corporation, Japan
  - Politecnico Madrid, Spain
  - Quality Laboratories Sweden AB (Q-Labs), Sweden
  - Solid Information Technologies, Finland
  - Tekcordia, USA
  - Technical University Vienna, Austria
  - Università degli Studi di Roma “Tor Vergata”, Italy
  - University of Bari, Italy
  - University of Hawaii, USA
  - University of Kaiserslautern, Germany
  - University of Maryland, College Park, USA
  - University of Maryland, Baltimore County, USA
  - University of New South Wales, Australia
  - University of Southern California, USA
  - University of Strathclyde, Scotland, UK
  - VTT Electronics, Finland

— Visitors hosted
  - Mr. Najden Selenogorski, Lord Mayor of Kaiserslautern’s Partner City Pleven, Bulgaria, February 21
  - Prof. Stefan Biffl, Institute for Software Technology, Technical University Vienna, Vienna, Austria - February - December
  - Dr. Frank Maurer, University of Calgary, Department of Computer Science, Calgary, Canada, March 05 - April 20
  - Prof. Daniel Berry, University of Waterloo, Department of Computer Science, Waterloo, Canada, March 15 - 18
  - Prof. Jorge L. Díaz-Herrera, Southern Polytechnic State University, Georgia, USA, May 7
  - Prof. Warren Moseley, Western Illinois University, Department of Computer Science, Macomb, Illinois, USA, May 10
  - M. Frank Rössler, Avaya Labs Research, Basking Ridge, New Jersey, USA, May 22
  - Prof. Lionel Bränd, Carleton University, Ottawa, Canada, June 08-11
  - Prof. Daniel Lichtnow, Federal University of Santa Catarina, Florianopolis, Brazil, September 1-30
  - M. Karl Lebsanft, Siemens AG, Munich, Germany, September 11
Professional Contributions

Mr. Alessandro Maccari, Nokia Research, Helsinki, Finland, September 14

Prof. Dieter Ehrenberg, University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany, October 1

Prof. Ross Jeffery, University of New South Wales, Department of Information Systems, Sydney, Australia, November 12-16

Mr. Hilari Mateo, University Politécnica de Catalunya, Barcelona, Spain, July - December


Althoff, K.: Lecture: Entwicklung und Einführung fallbasierter Systeme, Department of Computer Science, University of Kaiserslautern, Summer 2001

Atkinson, C.: Lecture: Component-based Software Engineering, Department of Computer Science, University of Kaiserslautern, Summer 2001


Paech, B.: Lecture: Requirements Engineering, Department of Computer Science, University of Kaiserslautern, Summer 2001

Paech, B.: Lecture: Use-Case-basierte Anforderungsbeschreibung, Department of Computer Science, University of Applied Sciences of Furtwangen, Summer 2001


Rombach, D.: Lecture: Software Engineering II, Department of Computer Science, University of Kaiserslautern, Summer 2001


Mr. Alessandro Maccari, Nokia Research, Helsinki, Finland, September 14

Prof. Dieter Ehrenberg, University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany, October 1

Prof. Ross Jeffery, University of New South Wales, Department of Information Systems, Sydney, Australia, November 12-16

Mr. Hilari Mateo, University Politécnica de Catalunya, Barcelona, Spain, July - December


Althoff, K.: Lecture: Entwicklung und Einführung fallbasierter Systeme, Department of Computer Science, University of Kaiserslautern, Summer 2001

Atkinson, C.: Lecture: Component-based Software Engineering, Department of Computer Science, University of Kaiserslautern, Summer 2001


Paech, B.: Lecture: Requirements Engineering, Department of Computer Science, University of Kaiserslautern, Summer 2001

Paech, B.: Lecture: Use-Case-basierte Anforderungsbeschreibung, Department of Computer Science, University of Applied Sciences of Furtwangen, Summer 2001


Rombach, D.: Lecture: Software Engineering II, Department of Computer Science, University of Kaiserslautern, Summer 2001

Rombach, D.:  
Practical Assignment:  

Rombach, D.:  
Lecture and Practical Assignment:  
Software Engineering II, Department of Computer Science, University of Kaiserslautern, Winter 2001/2002

Rombach, D.:  
Seminar:  
Software Engineering I, Department of Computer Science, University of Kaiserslautern, Summer 2001

Rombach, D.:  
Seminar:  
Forschungsmethoden (in Software Engineering), Department of Computer Science, University of Kaiserslautern, Winter 2000/2001

Schlich, M.:  
Seminar:  

Steffens, P.:  
Seminar:  
Customer Relationship Management, Deutsche Post, February 2001

Steffens, P.:  
Seminar:  
E-Commerce, net@akademie, May and June 2001

Steffens, P.:  
Seminar:  
Online-Marketing, Deutsche Post, May and November 2001

Editorial Boards
Althoff, K.:  
- Journal on Artificial Intelligence (KI), Editorial Board Member, since 2000
- Becker-Kornstaedt, U.:  
  - Reviewer for SEKE 2001, Buenos Aires, Argentina, June 2001

Bomarius, F.:  
- Editorial Board Member, Ph.D. Theses in Experimental Software Engineering, Fraunhofer IRB Publishing Company, 2001

Paech, B.:  
- Editorial Board Member, Ph.D. Theses in Experimental Software Engineering, Fraunhofer IRB Publishing Company, 2001

Rombach, D.:  
- Member, Editorial Board, Informatik: Forschung und Entwicklung, Gesellschaft für Informatik GI, Springer-Verlag, since 1993
- Member, Editorial Board, International Journal of Software Process Improvement and Practice, John Wiley and Sons, since 1994
- Member, Editorial Board, IEEE Computer Magazine, since 1999
- Editorial Board Member, Ph.D. Theses in Experimental Software Engineering, Fraunhofer IRB Publishing Company, 2001

Ruhe, G.:  
- International Journal of Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering, Special Issue on Knowledge Discovery from Empirical Software Engineering Data (Guest Editor)
- Editorial Board Member, Ph.D. Theses in Experimental Software Engineering, Fraunhofer IRB Publishing Company, 2001

Committee Activities
Althoff, K.:  
- Program Co-Chair, Profes 2001, Kaiserslautern, Germany, September 2001
- Co-Chair, "Wissensmanagement in der digitalen Ökonomie - Technologien und Methodologien, Anwendungen und Erfahrungen", 5. Internationale Tagung Wirtschaftsinformatik 2001, Augsburg, Germany
- Co-Chair, Workshop "Wissensmanagement in der Praxis - Erfahrungen aus erfolgreichen und weniger erfolgreichen Wissensmanagement-Projekten", 1. Konferenz "Professionelles Wissensmanagement - Erfahrungen und Visionen", Baden-Baden, Germany
- Program Committee Member, ICCBR 2001, International Conference on Case-Based Reasoning
- Program Committee Member, INOR 2001, Workshop "Individual and Organizational Learning for Software Improvement", 13th International Conference on Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering (SEKE 2001), Buenos Aires, Argentina, June 2001
- Program Committee Member, GWCBR 2001, 9th German Workshop on Case-Based Reasoning, Baden-Baden, Germany, March 2001
- Program Committee Member, ICCBR 2001, Workshop "Case Authoring" and Workshop "Process Oriented Knowledge Management", 4th International Conference on Case-Based Reasoning, Vancouver, Canada
- Co-Speaker, GI AK WM, Arbeitskreis "Wissensmanagement in der Praxis" des Fachbereiches KI der Gesellschaft für Informatik e.V., since March 2001
- Vice Spokesman, GI-Fachguppe, Fachgruppe 1.1.3 "Maschinelles Lernen" der Gesellschaft für Informatik e.V., since 1994

Atkinson, C.:
- Program Committee Member, Informatik 2001, Workshop "Component-based Application Engineering in Research and Practice", Vienna, Austria, September 2001
- Program Committee Member, UML 2001, 4th International Conference on the Unified Modelling Language, Toronto, Canada, October 2001
- Program Committee Member and Steering Committee Member, ECOC 2001, Enterprise Distributed Object Computing Conference, Seattle, USA, September 2001

Bomarius, F.:
- Program Co-Chair, Profes 2001, Kaiserslautern, Germany, September 2001

Bunse, Ch.:
- Organisation Committee, Informatik 2001, Vienna, Austria, September 2001
- Program Committee Member, Informatik 2001, Workshop "Component-based Application Engineering in Research and Practice", Vienna, Austria, September 2001

Knauber, P.:
- Program Committee Member, 3rd International Conference on Generative and Component-based Software Engineering (GCSE), October 2001
- Program Committee Member, International Workshop on Product Line Engineering - The Early Steps: Planning, Modelling and Managing (PLEES), September 2001

Münch, J.:
- Session Chair, Profes 2001, Kaiserslautern, Germany, September 2001
- Executive Board Member, Temporary Research Institute SFB 501, Development of Large Systems with Generic Methods

Paech, B.:
- Program Committee Member, Modellierung 2001
- Program Committee Member, RE-Track Wirtschaftsinformatik 2001
- Program Committee Member, ESOC-Workshop Software Evolution 2001
- Program Committee Member, Internationale Tagung Software Trends 2001
- Program Committee Member, Australian Requirements Engineering Workshop 2001

Pfahl, D.:
- Program Committee Member, LSD 2001 - International Workshop on "Learning Software Organizations", Profes 2001, Kaiserslautern, Germany, September 2001
- Program Committee Member, INOR 2001, Workshop "Individual and Organizational Learning for Software Improvement", 13th International Conference on Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering (SEKE’01), Buenos Aires, Argentina, June 2001
- Program Committee Member, ECBS 2001 - IEEE International Conference and Workshop on the Engineering of Computer-based Systems, since August 2001

Rombach, D.:
- General Chair, Profes 2001, Kaiserslautern, Germany, September 2001
- Program Committee Member, SQM 2001, 6. Kongreß Software Qualitätsmanagement, Bonn, Germany, April 2001
- General Chair, 7th International Software Metrics Symposium, London, UK, April 2001
- Program Committee Member, WISE’01: Workshop on Inspection in Software Engineering, Paris, France, July 2001
- Appraisal Committee Member, Evaluation of M.A. and Ph.D. Software Engineering Program Proposal, Department of Computing & Software, School of Engineering, McMaster University, Canada, May 2001
- Panel Organizer, Panel on Software Research Agendas, International Conference on Software Engineering, Toronto, Canada, May 2001
- Workshop Organizer, Software Inspections, EuroSTAR 2001 Conference, Stockholm, Sweden, November 2001

Steffens, P.:
- Organizing and Publicity Chair, Profes 2001, Kaiserslautern, Germany, September 2001

Wielczorek, I.:
- Program Committee Member, Profes 2001, Kaiserslautern, Germany, September 2001
- Program Committee Member, ESCOM 2001
- Program Committee Member, METRICS 2001
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Keynotes


Althoff, K.: "Process-oriented Knowledge Management in the IESE Experience Factory", ICCBR 01, 4th International Conference on Case-Based Reasoning, Vancouver, Canada, July 30-Aug 2, 2001


Borrianius, F.: “Vorschlag einer i&m e-Commerce Strategie”, Talk, i&m Annual General Meeting, Arbeitskreis Neue Medien, Magdeburg, Germany, June 2001


Differding, C.: “Der Ruf nach IT-Fachkräften”, Presentation, 5-Year Anniversary IESE, Kaiserslautern, Germany, March 8, 2001


John, I.: "Requirements Engineering für Produktlinien" Presentation, GI-Fachgruppentagung, Langen, Germany, November 2001


Kamsties, E.: "Surfacing Ambiguity in Industrial Requirements Documents", Talk, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Canada, August 2001


Knauber, P.: "Produktivitätssteigerung in der Software Entwicklung", Presentation, 5-Year Anniversary IESE, Kaiserslautern, Germany, March 2001

Knauber, P.:
"Planung und Realisierung von Software-Produktlinien", Talk, Component Developers' and Users' Forum (CDUF), Frankfurt, Germany, June 2001

Knauber, P.:
"Quantifying Product Line Benefits", Talk, PFE-4 Conference, Bilbao, Spain, October 2001

Knethen von, A.:

Laqua, R.:

Laitenberger, O.:
"Garantierte Qualität - Anspruch industrieller Software-Entwicklung", Presentation, 5-Year Anniversary IESE, Kaiserslautern, Germany, March 8, 2001

Laitenberger, O.:

Laitenberger, O.:

Laitenberger, O.:

Muthig, D.:

Muthig, D.:
"Introduction to Software Reuse", Seminar, Software Reuse in Practice, STI e.V., Kaiserslautern, Germany, June 2001

Muthig, D.:
"Transfer of Reuse Technology", Seminar, Software Reuse in Practice, STI e.V., Kaiserslautern, Germany, July 2001

Muthig, D.:
"Design and Testing in a Reuse Context", Seminar, Software Reuse in Practice, STI e.V., Kaiserslautern, Germany, July 2001

Muthig, D.:
"Development for Reuse: A Case Study", Seminar, Software Reuse in Practice, STI e.V., Kaiserslautern, Germany, September 2001

Muthig, D.:
"Transfer of Product Line Technology into Industry", Presentation, Netobjectdays, Erfurt, Germany, September 2001

Muthig, D.:
"Systematic Integration of Web-Services through Domain Analysis", Presentation, STI Annual Meeting, Kaiserslautern, Germany, November 2001

Muthig, D.:

Muthig, D.:
"Component-based Product Line Engineering with UML", Tutorial, Netobjectdays, Erfurt, Germany, September 2001

Muthig, D.:
"Component-based Product Line Engineering with UML", Tutorial, GI-Conference, Vienna, Austria, September 2001

Muthig, D.:
"Model-driven Product Line Implementation", Industry Seminar, Generative Programming, University of Applied Sciences of Kaiserslautern, Zweibrücken, Germany, October 2001

Nick, M.:
"How to Go Online with an Experience Base", Presentation, Konferenz für Professionelles Wissensmanagement (WM 2001), Baden-Baden, Germany, March 2001

Nick, M.:
"Erfahrungsmanagement und Weiterentwicklung von Erfahrungsdatenbanken", Invited Talk, University of Leipzig, Department of Economic Science, Leipzig, Germany, July 2001

Nick, M.:

Nick, M.:
"Development, Evaluation, and Maintenance of Experience Management Systems", Invited Talk, University of Calgary, Department of Computer Science, Calgary, Canada, August 2001

Nick, M.:
Paech, B.: "Requirements Documents as a Means of Communication: Proposal and Open Questions", Talk, University of Saarbrücken/Dagsburg, Wadern, Germany, May 2001


Paech, B.: "Aufgabenorientierte Software-Entwicklung betrieblicher Informationssysteme", Talk, Technical University Cottbus, Cottbus, Germany, July 2001


Paech, B.: "Wissensbasierte Software-Entwicklung", Talk, University of Innsbruck, Innsbruck, Austria, October 2001

Paech, B.: "Software-Qualität durch Requirements Engineering", Talk, University of Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany, November 2001


Pfahl, D.: "Learning and Improving with System Dynamics", Tutorial, Profes 2001, Kaiserslautern, Germany, September 2001


Punter, T.: "Software Measurement with GQM", Tutorial, Federal University of Santa Catarina, Florianopolis, Brazil, November 2001


Ruhe, G.: "Garantierte Qualität - Anspruch industrieller Software-Entwicklung", Presentation, 5-Year Anniversary IESE, Kaiserslautern, Germany, March 8, 2001

Schlich, M.: "Zwischen Wettbewerbsdruck und Qualitätserfordernis", Presentation, 5-Year Anniversary IESE, Kaiserslautern, Germany, March 8, 2001


Memberships in Industrial Advisory Boards

Rombach, D.: - Head, Scientific Advisory Board, SWA Software Akademie AG, Kaiserslautern, Germany, since 1998
- Member Advisory Board, Market Maker AG, Kaiserslautern, Germany, since 2001
- Member Advisory Board, Bauer and Partner AG - The Business and Technology Group Europe, Kreuzlingen, Switzerland, since 2001
- Member Advisory Board, Q-Labs, Copenhagen, Denmark, since 1996
- Member Advisory Board, Professional Spirit Ltd., Reading, UK, since 1999
- Member Steering Committee, SEC Software Experience Center Project, since 1998

Memberships in Professional Associations

- ACL - Association for Computational Linguistics
- ACM – Association for Computing Machinery
- DASMA - German Software Metrics and Effort estimation association
- DGI - Deutsche Gesellschaft für Informationswissenschaft und Informationspraxis e. V.
- EAMT - European Association for Machine Translation
- GI - Gesellschaft für Informatik
- IEEE – Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., Computer Society (D. Rombach: Senior Member)
- IMA - Institute of Mathematics and its Applications
- Nesma - Dutch Software Metrics User Association
- Spider - Dutch Software Process Improvement Network
- Tekom - Fachverband für technische Kommunikation und Dokumentation
Scientific Publications

Books


Articles in Books


Articles in Journals


1) Names of Fraunhofer IESE and FC-MD members appear in bold.
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In: Informatik Spektrum 24 (2001), 2, pp. 81-90

In: IEEE Software 18 (2001), 4, pp. 93-95

In: IEEE Software 18 (2001), 2, pp. 78-86

In: Empirical Software Engineering 6 (2001), 1, pp. 11-58


Published Dissertations


Karnthies, E.: Surfacing Ambiguity in Natural Language Requirements.


Punter, H. T.: Doelgericht Beoordelen van Software.
Contributions to Conference Proceedings


Fraunhofer IESE Reports

Fraunhofer IESE-Report 024.01/E

Fraunhofer IESE-Report 041.01/E

Fraunhofer IESE-Report 072.00/E

Fraunhofer IESE-Report 062.00/E

Fraunhofer IESE-Report 061.00/E

Fraunhofer IESE-Report 016.01/E

Fraunhofer IESE-Report 012.01/E

Fraunhofer IESE-Report 107.00/E

Fraunhofer IESE-Report 029.00/E

Fraunhofer IESE-Report 011.00/E

Fraunhofer IESE-Report 011.01/E

Fraunhofer IESE-Report 018.01/E

Fraunhofer IESE-Report 032.01/E

Paech, B.; Wieczorek, I.: Mentoring at IESE. Kaiserslautern, 2001
Fraunhofer IESE-Report 033.01/E

Fraunhofer IESE-Report 025.01/E

Fraunhofer IESE-Report 029.01/E

Fraunhofer IESE-Report 047.01/E

Punter, T.: Product Assessments at IESE. Kaiserslautern, 2001
Fraunhofer IESE-Report No. 038.01/E

Fraunhofer IESE-Report 047.00/E
ISERN Reports
Pfahl, D.; Ruhe G.: System Dynamics as an Enabling Technology for Learning in Software Organizations. Fraunhofer Institute for Experimental Software Engineering, Germany, 2001 ISERN-01-02 also published as IESE-Report No. 025.01/E

Postdoctoral Degrees

Doctoral Theses
Kamsties, E.: Surfacing Ambiguities in Natural Language Requirements, Department of Computer Science, University of Kaiserslautern Advisors: Prof. Rombach, Prof. Berry March 2001
Knethen von, A.: Change-Oriented Requirements Traceability Support for Evaluation of Embedded Systems, Department of Computer Science, University of Kaiserslautern Advisors: Prof. Rombach, Prof. Atkinson November 2001
Münch, J.: Muster-basierte Erstellung von Software-Projektplänen, Department of Computer Science, University of Kaiserslautern Advisors: Prof. Rombach, Prof. Richter November 2001
Pfahl, D.: An Integrated Approach to Simulation-Based Learning in Support of Strategic and Project Management in Software Organisations, Department of Computer Science, University of Kaiserslautern Advisors: Prof. Rombach, Prof. Ehrenberg October 2001
Wieczorek, I.: Improved Cost Estimation - A Robust and Interpretable Modeling Technique and a Comprehensive Empirical Investigation, Department of Computer Science, University of Kaiserslautern Advisors: Prof. Rombach, Prof. Briand June 2001
Diploma Theses

Avieny, Th.:
Konzeption und Implementierung eines Wissensbasierten Ansatzes zur Werkzeugunterstützten Wartung von Erfahrungsdatenbanken, Department of Computer Science, University of Kaiserslautern
Supervisors: Rombach, D., Nick, M., Decker, B.
November 2001

Bella, F.:
Design and Implementation of a Similarity Analysis Between Process Models in Spearmint/EPG, Department of Computer Science, University of Kaiserslautern
Supervisors: Rombach, D., Zettel, J.
June 2001

Bohn, R.:
Perspective Based Navigation for Corporate Information and Service Providing Systems (Intra-Nets), Department of Computer Science, University of Kaiserslautern
Supervisors: Rombach, D., Bornarius, F.
September 2001

Hettesheimer, R.:
Extending a Graph Editor to Enhance Architecture Recovery, Department of Computer Science, University of Kaiserslautern
Supervisors: Rombach, D., Girard, F.
April 2001

Jakob, T.:
erweiterung einer Börsensoftware um Methoden zur Web-basierten Online-Order. Eine Fallstudie von Reengineering und Architekturanalyse, University of Kaiserslautern
Supervisor: Girard, F.
October 2001

Josten, S.:
konponentenbasierte Software Entwicklung: Adaption der KobrA-Methode für eingebettete Systeme, Department of Computer Science, University of Kaiserslautern
Supervisors: Rombach, D., Bunse C.
September 2001

Mukasa, K. S.:
Entwurf und Implementation eines Feature Set-orientierten CM Kernels auf Basis einer Versionierbaren Datenbank, Department of Computer Science, University of Kaiserslautern
Supervisors: Rombach, D., Laqua, R.
April 2001

Schwarz, S.:
Web-basiertes Prozessenagement für SW-Projekte, Department of Computer Science, University of Kaiserslautern
Supervisors: Rombach, D., Becker-Kornstaedt, U.
January 2001

Simon, K.:
Entwurf und Realisierung einer Werkzeugunterstützung für die Sicherheitsüberprüfung von Cisco-Routern, Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Kaiserslautern
Supervisor: Schwarz, R.
September 2001

Wilke, M.:
WIPS - A Web-based Inspection Process Support Tool, Department of Computer Science, University of Kaiserslautern
Supervisors: Rombach, D., Laitenberger, O.
November 2001

Appendix

Kurpjuweit, S.:
Requirements and Architecture Based Design of a Tool to Support the Architecture Trade-off Analysis Method.
Supervisors: Girard, J.-F.; Kazman, R. Kaiserslautern, 2001

Reinert, R.:
Design and Implementation eines Annotationskonzepts für elektronische Prozesshandbücher.
Awards

Internal

Niniek Angkasaputra
The Fraunhofer IESE 2001 Award for Project Excellence

Björn Decker
The Fraunhofer IESE 2001 Award for Project Excellence

Gaby Klein
The Fraunhofer IESE 2001 Award for Infrastructure Excellence

Doris Langthaler
The Fraunhofer IESE 2001 Award for Infrastructure Excellence

Dirk Muthig
The Fraunhofer IESE 2001 Award for Research Excellence

Markus Nick
The Fraunhofer IESE 2001 Award for Research Excellence

Jens Heidrich
The Fraunhofer IESE 2001 Award for Thesis Excellence

Wolfgang Wagenbichler
The Fraunhofer IESE 2001 Award for Thesis Excellence

External

Dr. Isabella Wieczorek
Best Ph.D. Thesis of the University of Kaiserslautern, "Freundeskreis der Universität Kaiserslautern", November 2001

Stephan Groß, Dr. Volker Hübsch, Dr. Reinhard Schwarz
IT Security Tool NIXE, Innovation Award of Rhineland-Palatinate, December 2001

Appointments and Honors

Prof. Dieter Rombach
Visiting Professor: School of Computer Science and Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia, since 2001

Prof. Günther Ruhe
Professor: University of Calgary, Alberta, Canada, July 2001
Events

30 January – 02 February 2001
Laurent 2001, 9th European Congress and Trade Fair for Educational and Information Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany

08 March 2001
5-year Anniversary of Fraunhofer IESE, Celebrated at the Fruchthalle, Kaiserslautern, Germany

22 – 24 June 2001
"Fishing for Fantasy", Fraunhofer IESE participates in the 725-year Anniversary Celebration of the City of Kaiserslautern, Grounds of the Garden Fair, Kaiserslautern, Germany

10 – 13 September 2001
3rd International Conference on Product Focused Software Process Improvement (ProFes 2001), Program Co-Chair: Dr. F. Bomarius, Organizing and Publicity Chair: Petra Steffens, Kaiserslautern, Germany

12 – 13 September 2001
3rd International Workshop on Learning Software Organizations (LSO), Workshop Chair: Dr. K.-D. Althoff, Kaiserslautern, Germany

19 – 20 September 2001
Girls’ Day at the University of Kaiserslautern, Germany

20 – 21 September 2001
Conquered 2001, Conference on Quality Engineering in Software Technology, Nuremberg, Germany

23 – 24 October 2001
Annual Meeting of the Fraunhofer Gesellschaft, Mainz, Germany

25 October 2001
Launching ceremony of ViSEK - the Virtual Competence Center for Software Engineering, University of Kaiserslautern, Germany

12 – 13 November 2001
Annual Meeting of STI – Software Technology Initiative Kaiserslautern Inc., Kammgarn Cultural Center, Kaiserslautern, Germany

12 November 2001
Panel Discussion: "The IT Location Kaiserslautern", with the Minister President of the State of Rhineland-Palatinate, Kurt Beck, organized by the Rheinpfalz newspaper, Kammgarn Cultural Center, Kaiserslautern, Germany

IESE contributed to the 725-year Anniversary of the City of Kaiserslautern: a fish sculpture, symbol of Kaiserslautern, was decorated with Fraunhofer colors.

IESE members Nicola Fuchs, Benjamin Federau, and Doris Langthaler taking pictures of themselves with the Fraunhofer booth at the STI Annual Meeting.

Birgit Buck of Fraunhofer IESE at the IESE booth at the STI Annual Meeting.
Attending the ViSEK Opening Event: State Secretary for Research, Prof. J. Zöllner; Federal Deputy Secretary of Research, Dr.-Ing. U. Thomas; and Prof. D. Rombach (from left to right).

Participating in the Panel Discussion on "The IT Location Kaiserslautern": Prof. D. Rombach, Executive Director of IESE; Kurt Beck, Minister President of the State of Rhineland-Palatinate; moderator Hans-Joachim Redzimski of the Rheinpfalz newspaper; Bernhard Dubbel, Lord Mayor of the City of Kaiserslautern; and Dr. W. Krüger, CEO of tecmath AG (from left to right).
In Lautern entsteht das vierte Fraunhofer-Zentrum

Wertschöpfung von 50 Milliarden Mark

Die Wirtschaftsnachrichten für Deutschland und der Welt (http://www.wirtschaftsnachrichten.de) berichten, dass die nunmehrige Geschäftsführung von Fraunhofer IESE ihren Fokus auf den Bereich der Softwareentwicklung legt. Die Planungen für das vierte Zentrum in Lautern, das Kaiserslautern Compact, werden intensiv weitergeführt.

Auditorei der Uni.
Freundeskreis der Uni.

Augustiner: Freundeskreis-Verantwortlicher Kurt Lechner (rechts)
mit Isabella Wiczer und Max, das Glück.
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Die Initiatorin: Oktober 2001

Nationale Software-Offensive gestartet


Deutschland startet breite Software-Offensive

renommierter Forschungszentren in ein Boot gebunden. Detailliert für Unternehmen

Softwareentwickler bekommen Nachhilfe


Die Initiatorin: Oktober 2001

Nationale Software-Offensive gestartet

The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft

The Research Organization

The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft is the leading organization for institutes of applied research in Europe, undertaking contract research on behalf of industry, the service sector and the government. Commissioned by customers in industry, it provides rapid, economical and immediately applicable solutions to technical and organizational problems. Within the framework of the European Union’s technology programs, the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft is actively involved in industrial consortiums that seek technical solutions to improve the competitiveness of European industry.

The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft also assumes a major role in strategic research: Commissioned and funded by Federal and Länder ministries and governments, the organization undertakes future-oriented research projects which contribute to the development of innovations in spheres of major public concern and in key technologies. Typical research fields include communications, energy, microelectronics, manufacturing, transport and the environment.

The global alignment of industry and research has made international collaboration imperative. Furthermore, affiliate Fraunhofer institutes in Europe, in the USA and in Asia ensure contact to the most important current and future economic markets.

At present, the organization maintains 56 research establishments at locations throughout Germany. A staff of some 11,000 – the majority of whom are qualified scientists and engineers – generate the annual research volume of more than 900 million €. Of this amount, over 800 million € is derived from contract research. Research contracts on behalf of industry and publicly financed research projects generate approximately two thirds of the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft’s contract revenue. The Federal and Länder governments contribute one third, as a means of enabling the institutes to work on solutions to problems that are expected to attain economic and social relevance in the next five to ten years.

Fraunhofer scientists specialize in complex research tasks involving a broad spectrum of research fields. When required, several institutes pool their interdisciplinary expertise to develop system solutions.

The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft was founded in 1949 and is a recognized non-profit organization. Its members include well-known companies and private patrons who contribute to the promotion of its application-oriented policy.

The organization takes its name from Joseph von Fraunhofer (1787-1826), the successful Munich researcher, inventor and entrepreneur.

Objectives of the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft

The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft maintains an obligation to serve industry, its partner companies, and society at large. Target groups and, thus, beneficiaries of research conducted by the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft are:

Industry

Small, medium-sized and multinational companies in industry and in the service sector all profit from contract research. The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft develops technical and organizational solutions that can be implemented in practice, and promotes applications for new technologies. The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft is a vital supplier of innovative know-how to small and medium-sized companies who do not maintain their own in-house R&D departments.

Government and society

Strategic research projects are carried out under contract to national and regional government. They serve to promote the implementation of cutting-edge technology and innovations in fields of particular public interest, such as environmental protection, energy conservation and health. The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, furthermore, participates in technology programs supported by the European Union.

The man behind the name: Joseph von Fraunhofer

The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft owes its name to Joseph von Fraunhofer (1787-1826), the successful Munich researcher, inventor and entrepreneur. Born of a family of modest means, the glass-grinding apprentice Joseph von Fraunhofer joined the institute for optics headed by privy councillor Joseph von Utzschneider, who put him in charge of glass manufacturing at the early age of 22. Joseph von Fraunhofer’s major developments include new methods of glass production and processing.

The optical instruments he himself developed, such as the spectrometer and the diffraction grating, enabled Fraunhofer to conduct fundamental research in the fields of light and optics. He was the first scientist to measure the spectrum of sunlight and characterize the appearance of the dark absorption strips, the “Fraunhofer lines”.

Through his independent, autodidactic work, Joseph von Fraunhofer won great acclaim from industry and government. This prompted the designation of the former apprentice to a full member of the Bavarian Academy of Sciences.
Research Fields of the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft

Eight fields form the core of Fraunhofer research:

• Materials Technology and Component Behavior
• Production Engineering and Manufacturing Technology
• Information and Communications Technology
• Microelectronics and Microsystems Technology
• Sensor Systems, Testing and Measurement Technologies
• Process Engineering
• Energy and Building Technology, Environment and Health Research
• Technical and Economic Studies, Information Transfer

Individual solutions are generated in close collaboration with the industrial partner. When required, several Fraunhofer Institutes work together on complex system solutions.

Advantages of Contract Research

Several thousand experts are available for the development of complete systems. All developments are based on profitability considerations. The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft collaborates with various renowned companies whose research contracts have resulted in successful products. Modern laboratory equipment and scientific aids such as project management and internationally-linked communications systems enhance the quality of the research work. Detailed project reports, instructions for use, staff training, and complete introduction strategies for new technologies round off the contract research services. Reliability, continuity, and the services of a large organization are available to all companies.

Collaboration with the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft

Contract research with the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft has advantages for all companies. Orders come from all branches of industry and from companies of all sizes. The institutes’ facilities are particularly recommended for small businesses who can take advantage of Fraunhofer research when their own capacities are not sufficient to develop on their own the technical innovations necessary to stay competitive.

Executive Board

(as of December 31, 2001)

Prof. Hans-Jürgen Warnecke, President
Dr. Dirk Meints Polter, Human Resources, Legal Affairs and International Relations
Prof. Dennis Tsichritzis, Knowledge Management and Start-ups/ Joint Ventures
Dr. Hans-Ulrich Wiese, Finance

Address

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft e.V.
P. O. Box 19 03 39
Leonrodstraße 54
80636 Munich, Germany
Phone +49 (0) 89 1205-01
Fax +49 (0) 89 1205-317
E-Mail info@zv.fraunhofer.de
www: http://www.fraunhofer.de
Fraunhofer VIESE Locations

Fraunhofer Institute for Experimental Software Engineering Sauerwiesen 6 67661 Kaiserslautern Phone +49 (0) 631 707 100 Fax +49 (0) 631 707 200 E-Mail info@iese.fhg.de http://www.iese.fhg.de

Contact Office at PRE-Park Competence Center for Software Technology and Continuing Education Luxemburger Str. 1+3 67657 Kaiserslautern Phone +49 (0) 631 41690 0 Fax +49 (0) 631 41690 41 E-Mail schlich@iese.fhg.de Contact Maud Schlich

Contact Office at the University of Kaiserslautern Erwin-Schrödinger-Straße Building 57, 4th floor 67663 Kaiserslautern Phone +49 (0) 631 205 3329 Fax +49 (0) 631 205 3330 E-Mail jerkku@informatik.uni-kl.de Contact Kristina Jerkku

How to reach us:

By car
coming from the west (Saarbrücken) or the east (Mannheim) on highway (Autobahn) A6. Take the exit Kaiserslautern-West and follow the signs that lead toward Buchenloch. About 500 m after exiting the highway, turn left to Buchenloch. Follow the road leading through a forest. Right after entering Buchenloch, you turn right at the first junction into the street Sauerwiesen. After about 100 m you find IESE on your right-hand side.

By train
from Kaiserslautern railway station either by taxi (ca. 8 km) or by bus (line R53, departing from bus stop A2 at railway station, destination: Buchenloch). The bus stop Buchenloch is about 100 m from the institute.

By airplane
Airport Frankfurt/Main, either by train (about 2 hours) or by car (about 1.5 hours)

Appendix
How to reach us:

By car
Directions from Points North
Follow I-95 South to the point where it merges with I-495. At this point, follow the signs for Exit 52; Richmond (I-95/I-495 South). Follow the Exit 27 signs staying to the left as you can take the special R-L College Park exit lane. This will briefly put you back on I-95. Stay to the right and take Exit 425 onto Route 1 South (towards College Park).

For directions from this point on, see “Further directions” on this page!

Directions from Points South
Follow I-95 North to the point where it merges with I-495. At this point, follow the signs for Baltimore (I-95/I-495 North). Take Exit 425 onto Route 1 South (towards College Park).

For directions from this point on, see “Further directions” on this page!

By train (15 minute walk)
Exit College Park Metro station by turning right after you exit the turnstile and going through a tunnel to Calvert Rd. Take Calvert Rd. for 4-5 blocks to Rt. 1. (Calvert ends there). Cross Rt. 1 and go right a block to Hartwick Rd. Turn right (there’s a Kinko’s Copy sign on the corner). Our building (4321) is on the left.

By plane
BWI airport (about 45 minutes by car)
Exit the airport on I-195 (main road out of airport). In a few miles, take I-95 South towards Washington. From this point, follow directions from Points North.

National Airport (about 90 minutes by car; also a stop on the Yellow Metro line)
Exit the airport towards I-395 North towards Washington, D.C. Continue on I-395 North to New York Avenue. Turn right onto New York Avenue (I-95/Rt. 50 East to MD Rt. 295/Baltimore-Washington Parkway for approximately 6 miles. Stay on BWI Parkway to the exit for Maryland Rt. 183. This is Greenbelt Road/Rt. 193. Take Rt. 193 East to Rt. 1 South.

For directions from this point on, see “Further directions” below!

Further directions:
Stay on Rt. 1 South, going past the University of Maryland. After passing the University, there will be 2 stop lights - the 2nd one being Knox Rd. Take the next right after Knox onto Hartwick Rd (there’s a Kinko’s Copy sign on the corner). Our building (4321) is on the left - turn left past the building into the parking lot and park anywhere.

We’re on the 5th floor - directly opposite the elevator.
### Fraunhofer IESE Contact Persons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phone No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Prof. Dieter Rombach</td>
<td>Executive Director</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rombach@iese.fhg.de">rombach@iese.fhg.de</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>Dr. Frank Bomarius</td>
<td>Director of Operations</td>
<td><a href="mailto:bomarius@iese.fhg.de">bomarius@iese.fhg.de</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>Holger Westing</td>
<td>Managing Director (acting)</td>
<td><a href="mailto:westing@iese.fhg.de">westing@iese.fhg.de</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>251</td>
<td>Dr. Peter Kaiser</td>
<td>Department Head QPE</td>
<td><a href="mailto:kaiser@iese.fhg.de">kaiser@iese.fhg.de</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211</td>
<td>Dr. habil. Barbara Paech</td>
<td>Department Head QSD</td>
<td><a href="mailto:paech@iese.fhg.de">paech@iese.fhg.de</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151</td>
<td>Dr. Dietmar Pfahl</td>
<td>Department Head CET</td>
<td><a href="mailto:pfahl@iese.fhg.de">pfahl@iese.fhg.de</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Information Service

If you want to receive further information, please send or fax us a copy of this page.

Fax +49 (0) 6301 707 200

Fraunhofer-Institut für Experimentelles Software Engineering
Sauerwiesen 6
67661 Kaiserslautern

Further Information

☒ Annual Report 2001 of Fraunhofer IESE, print version
☒ Annual Report 2001 of Fraunhofer IESE, short version on CD-ROM
☒ Fraunhofer IESE Seminars, Workshops and other Events
☒ Overview of Fraunhofer IESE
☒ The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft from A-Z

A pdf-file of the IESE Annual Report 2001 can also be downloaded at http://www.iese.fhg.de

Point of Contact
Petra Steffens
Marketing and Public Relations
Phone +49 (0) 6301 707 166
Fax +49 (0) 6301 707 200
E-Mail info@iese.fhg.de

Please add my address to your Annual Report mailing list.
Please add my address to your press distribution list.
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